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ABSTRACT

Additive manufacturing introduces a new design paradigm that allows the fabrication of

geometrically complex parts that cannot be produced by traditional manufacturing and

assembly methods. Using a cellular heat exchanger as a motivational example, this thesis

investigates the creation of a hybrid manufacturing approach that combines selective laser

sintering with an electroforming process to produce complex, hollow, metal geometries. The

developed process uses electroless nickel plating on laser sintered parts that then undergo a

flash burnout procedure to remove the polymer, leaving a complex, hollow, metal part. The

resulting geometries cannot be produced directly with other additive manufacturing systems.

Copper electroplating and electroless nickel plating are investigated as metal coating methods.

Several parametric parts are tested while developing a manufacturing process. Copper

electroplating is determined to be too dependent on the geometry of the part, with large

changes in plate thickness between the exterior and interior of the tested parts. Even in

relatively basic cellular structures, electroplating does not plate the interior of the part. Two

phases of electroless nickel plating combined with a flash burnout procedure produce the

desired geometry. The tested part has a density of 3.16g/cm3 and withstands pressures up to

25MPa. The cellular part produced has a nickel plate thickness of 800 m and consists of 35%
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nickel and 65% air (empty space). Detailed procedures are included for the electroplating and

electroless plating processes developed.
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1. ADDITIVEMANUFACTURING

Traditional subtractive manufacturing methods begin with a block of material (e.g., aluminum)

and selectively remove material using any number of machining technologies. The geometric

complexity of subtractively manufactured parts is limited by the abilities of the machining

processes used to remove material (e.g., difficulty with overhangs, internal corners, small

diameter holes, etc.). Other traditional manufacturing processes (e.g., manipulation of metals

with rolling, bending, turning, etc.) impose similar constraints on the engineering design

process. One example of a design constrained by manufacturing methods is a shell and tube

heat exchanger.

1.1. Motivational Example: Heat Exchangers

Heat exchangers are used to transfer heat between two mediums. A common example is a shell

and tube heat exchanger, which encases a series of tubes within a shell. Fluid at one

temperature passes through the tubes while fluid at a different temperature passes through the

shell. Heat is exchanged between the two fluids, both fluids inversely changing in temperature,

each approaching the temperature of the other fluid. A diagram of a shell and tube heat

exchanger is shown in Figure 1 1.
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Figure 1 1. Cross sectional diagram of a basic shell and tube heat
exchanger (adapted from [1]), [fair use].

An efficient heat exchanger balances the competing requirements of structural stability and heat

transfer, since infinitely thin walls will provide excellent heat transfer, but will not be able to

withstand the necessary gravitational and fluid flow forces. Heat transfer increases as the

transfer surface area increases, but the surface area can only be increased so much before the

complexity of the design is too difficult to manufacture by conventional means. Compact heat

exchangers increase surface area by stacking a series of thin metal sheets separated by a small

gap. Unfortunately, the required manufacturing processes necessitate a very uniform design

that may not be ideal for all applications, particularly if the unit will operate in an abnormally

shaped area.

The complexity of the design of such systems is strictly limited by the available manufacturing

and assembly technologies. There are many requirements to be able to produce an appropriate
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heat exchanger that limit the applicability of certain manufacturing and assembly technologies,

including the following: the use of high thermal conductivity material; the ability to produce

hollow, thin walled structures for tubes; the production of highly complex parts to provide a

great deal of design freedom; and the ability to produce these parts cheaply and repeatably.

Additive manufacturing (AM) technologies are not nearly so limited in geometric complexity

and can create complete components without requiring further assembly. AM could be used to

produce heat exchangers that are only limited by the design abilities of the engineer (as

opposed to the existing manufacturing and assembly technologies).

Where subtractively machining a complex geometry is tedious and expensive, an AM system

does not differentiate between simple and complex geometries as it builds each two

dimensional cross sectional layer without needing to consider the movement of a cutting tool

like a mill bit or saw blade. AM introduces a design paradigm in which “complexity is free,”

producing three dimensional objects by combining a series of two dimensional layers. Many

such technologies are commercially available (e.g., fused deposition modeling, selective laser

sintering, direct inkjet 3D printing, etc.).

The production of a functional heat exchanger would require the production of metal parts with

high surface area. High surface area can be achieved by increasing the geometric complexity of

the part (e.g., with cellular truss structures). By producing hollow features, fluid can flow

within the complex features, improving heat transfer.
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1.2. Additive Manufacturing with Metals

There are several AM technologies available that can produce metal parts. This section provides

an overview of these technologies and discusses their limitations in the production of complex,

hollow geometries.

There are two classes of additive manufacturing technologies that allow the fabrication of metal

parts: direct metal (which uses a powder bed fusion process) and indirect metal (which uses

either powder bed fusion or three dimensional printing).

1.2.1. Direct Metal Additive Manufacturing

Direct metal AM systems use a powder bed fusion process. An example of a powder bed fusion

process is shown in Figure 1 2.

In such a process, there is a bed of powdered build material (in the case of metal, one available

material is titanium Ti 6Al 4V [2]) onto which an energy source (e.g., a laser or electron beam) is

directed. The energy source is then moved across the powder bed, melting the powder together

as it traces one layer of the part to be fabricated. After tracing one layer, the powder bed is

lowered by one layer thickness, a roller pushes a new layer of powdered build material onto the

last layer, and the energy source begins patterning the next layer. Each layer is thin enough, or

enough energy is provided, that the new layer is fused to the layer beneath. After every layer is

completed, and the powder bed has been allowed to cool, the part can be removed from the

powder bed and the extra powder surrounding the part can be removed.
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Figure 1 2. An example of a powder bed fusion process known as selective laser sintering (SLS).

In direct processing methods like direct metal laser sintering (DMLS), selective laser melting

(SLM), and electron beam melting (EBM), metal powder particles are directly fused to nearby

metal powder particles, forming a complete artifact. These processes produce strong metal

parts, but have many drawbacks. Like most powder bed processes, complex, narrow channels

(like those that may be required in heat exchanger manufacturing) are difficult due to post

process powder removal requirements. The rough surface finish of many direct metal parts

(particularly those inside narrow channels that cannot be smoothed with post processing) can

impede fluid flow. The use of smaller particles helps improve surface finish and allows the

production of more accurate parts, but they are difficult for the machine to spread [3].
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The majority of the metals that can be used in direct metal AM processes (alloyed steel [4],

titanium, nickel, cobalt [2], etc.) have poor heat and electrical conductivity. Aluminum is an

exception to this trend, but the poor flowability and high reflectivity of aluminum powder

require very specific system design and high laser powder in a more complex process than has

yet been easily repeatable [5]. While a high conductivity metal like copper (or the

aforementioned aluminum) could theoretically be used in a powder bed fusion process, the

high heat conductivity actually acts against the system, lowering part accuracy and increasing

part growth due to the uncontrollable melt pool and solidification process [3]. Most

importantly, both copper and aluminum experience major oxidation issues during sintering,

which restricts diffusion and reduces the wettability of the surface [5].

Another complication of direct metal processes involves the high residual stresses caused by the

large temperature range experienced by the part as it is heated and cooled. These stresses

require support structures to be built, connecting the part to the build platform to keep the part

from warping [3]. The removal of these support structures after fabrication can be expensive,

time consuming, and can damage delicate features (especially hollow features).

1.2.2. Indirect Metal Additive Manufacturing

Unlike direct metal techniques, indirect metal AM methods create metal parts by fusing a

material other than the desired end part metal. For example, the typical selective laser sintering

(SLS) process used with thermoplastic powders can also be used with two phase powders, in

which particles of metal are each coated with a layer of polymer. The SLS laser fuses the

polymer coatings together, creating a “green part” that is then processed in a furnace,
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vaporizing the polymer and simultaneously sintering the metal particles, resulting in a porous

“brown part.” Finally, the brown part can be infiltrated with another metal or alloy (with a

lower melting point, frequently bronze), filling the porosity and finishing the dense metal part

[3]. Unfortunately, this post processing is time consuming and very expensive, mostly due to

the gases required to inert the furnace environment that can cost several hundred dollars per

furnace run.

A second indirect metal AM system also uses a powder bed, but instead of patterning an energy

source (like a laser), a bank of inkjet heads patterns a polymer binder to glue metal particles

together. This is known as indirect inkjet three dimensional printing (3DP). A diagram of the

process is shown in Figure 1 3.

In the indirect metal 3DP process, like the direct metal processes, a powder bed of the desired

end part metal is used. The ink jetted binder partially infiltrates into the bed to bind nearby

metal particles (including the previous layer). After a layer is complete, the part and powder

bed move down one layer thickness and the powder spreader deposits a layer of fresh powder

and the process repeats. The completed “green part” is very weak and requires a similar post

process to the two phase powder SLS parts: the green part is placed in a furnace to sinter the

metal and vaporize the polymer, then that “brown part” is then infiltrated with a lower melting

point metal or alloy (frequently bronze) [3].

Metal parts fabricated with this process also produce strong parts, but share many of the

limitations of the direct metal AM processes. While not typically as expensive as the direct

metal AM systems (indirect systems are usually on the order of about $50,000 $150,000 per
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system [3]), the economic limitations of such a system are still significant. As before, the post

processing cost is restrictive even if an indirect 3DP system is available.

Figure 1 3. Diagram of the indirect inkjet three dimensional printing (3DP) process.

The infiltration process adds 40 vol% bronze, producing a part that is a 60/40 steel/bronze

composite [6]. While the addition or bronze is helpful in improving the heat conductivity, the

low fraction of bronze to steel limits the potential for creating high conductivity parts.

Additionally, infiltration onto thin walled structures (like the narrow channels in heat

exchangers) is difficult. These machines (like the ExOne line of systems) are typically limited to

stainless steel as the main build material [7]. While the use of copper as the powder bed
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material may be possible, it has yet to be done successfully. This is likely due to powder

manufacturing difficulties (leading to binder infiltration problems) and oxidation issues.

Complex, narrow channels associated with heat exchangers would be even more difficult (likely

impossible) to produce with an indirect 3DP process. Powder particles would remain inside

those channels after printing and would need to be cleaned out. Unfortunately, the cleaning

would need to take place before the furnace sintering stage while the part is still “green” and

therefore weak. This limitation is the most likely issue to keep indirect 3DP from being a viable

option.

1.2.3. Other Metal Additive Manufacturing Processes

In addition to direct metal and indirect metal AM, there are a few other technologies available

for fabricating metal parts that are not feasible for this research.

1.2.3.1. 3D Printed Sand Casting Molds

The first uses the 3DP process to print a polymer binder into a bed of casting sand to create

complex, custom sand casting molds that could not be created using a pattern or with machined

molds [8, 9]. While this process is capable of successfully producing small extrusions of metal

(on the order of a few millimeters [10]), they cannot be complex due to the post printing

cleaning requirements. Even if the molds could be produced and cleaned, the viscosity of the

molten metal would cause many difficulties during the metal pouring process in such small

channels. This technology therefore cannot create complex, hollow, thin walled structures as

would be required for heat exchanger production.
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1.2.3.2. Investment Casting

Another process uses the established technique of investment casting with an additively

manufactured part as the sacrificial substrate. Investment casting is shown in Figure 1 4.

Figure 1 4. Diagram of the investment casting process [11], [fair use].

A part pattern is produced, then coated in a ceramic slurry, then dried. This ceramic coating is

repeated with additional layers until the ceramic shell has enough strength and substance to

survive contact with molten metal. The pattern is then melted out in an oven, leaving only the

hollow ceramic shell. The pattern is traditionally made of wax (leading to the other name for the

process – lost wax casting), but thermoplastics produced with additive manufacturing are also

used [12]. The molten metal is poured into the empty shell, then allowed to cool. Finally, the

shell can be broken off and post processing (i.e., sprue removal, surface buffing, etc.) can begin.

The investment casting process, like 3DP of sand casting molds, will also not be feasible for this

research because of the difficulties presented by pouring molten metal into very narrow
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channels. Additionally, the part’s geometry would be limited by the viscosity of the ceramic

slurry, restricting penetration into complex features. Some researchers have had success using

investment casting to create complex heat sinks from a copper alloy, but the process required

the use of vacuum casting and pouring with pressurized inert gas to force molten metal into the

mold [13]. These complex procedures introduce significant expense to the manufacturing

process.

1.2.3.3. Direct 3DP of Metal Nanoparticles

This is a technology that involves using a direct 3DP process with material that is heavily doped

with metal nanoparticles. Direct 3DP uses a similar process to indirect 3DP, except that the part

material is actually the material jetted from the inkjet heads and no powder bed is required. The

use of direct inkjet 3DP for metal nanoparticle printing has been done successfully [14] and can

produce microscale structures, but it is designed for electronics applications (i.e., printed

circuits). It is most helpful for conductive two dimensional arrays with vertical vias between

conductive layers, like multiple layer printed circuit boards. This process cannot produce self

supporting complex metal structures, making it infeasible for this research.

1.3. Research Gap

While the aforementioned metal AM systems and processes can produce impressive geometries

that no traditional subtractive manufacturing method could fabricate, the limitations discussed

(e.g., powder bed fusion processes are too difficult to clean for narrow channels, indirect metal

parts are too weak before post processing to support complex narrow features, technologies

lack the resolution for thin walls on the order of 50 100 m, etc.) preclude their use in this
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research. In order to produce a new class of metal geometry defined by complex, hollow, metal

structures (like a small scale heat exchanger), a new approach must be developed.

1.4. Thesis Roadmap

This research proposes a hybrid approach to the production of complex, hollow, metal

geometries by integrating additive manufacturing technologies used to create polymer parts

with metal coating technologies. Specifically, this research establishes an electroforming

approach wherein additively manufactured thermoplastics are used as sacrificial substrates that

are removed once they have been plated in metal, leaving behind the thin walls of the metal

plate. In general terms, the parts are additively manufactured, prepared for metallizing,

metallized, then have the base polymer removed, as shown in Figure 1 5.

Figure 1 5. Diagram of the generalized proposed process by sub function for producing complex,
hollow, metal geometries.

Chapter 2 discusses several methods for completing each sub function in the proposed process,

including methods in use today for coating metals onto plastics and the electroforming process.

Chapter 3 covers other research in the area of metal on polymer hybrid manufacturing

approaches and how the potential solutions for each sub function are narrowed down to further
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guide the development of a functional manufacturing method. Chapter 4 discusses the selection

of a conductivizing technique, how the copper electroplating process is used and adapted (with

a step by step process), and why copper electroplating is dismissed as a viable process for this

research. Chapter 5 covers the process of electroless nickel plating (ENP), including

experimentally determined pre processing requirements, a step by step production process,

plating and mechanical characterization of a part, and why electroless plating is selected as the

most viable process for producing the desired geometries. Finally, Chapter 6 concludes this

work with a synthesis of the experimental results, the contribution to the field, discussion of the

limitations of this study, and recommendations for future work.
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2. METHODS INVESTIGATION

There are several possible embodiments of a hybrid manufacturing approach that combines

additive manufacturing and metal coating to create complex, hollow, metal geometries. To

guide process embodiment, a morphological chart was used, as shown in Figure 2 1, based on

the sub functions presented in the generalized process diagram in Figure 1 5.

Figure 2 1. Morphological chart for a process capable of creating complex, hollow, metal geometries.

This chapter addresses each sub function and the potential solutions, providing an overview of

each item. Section 2.1 discusses the four additive manufacturing solutions proposed. Section 2.2

provides an overview of metal coating processes and weighs their relative costs and benefits,

concluding with a tabulated summary. The proposed conductivizing solutions are included in

Section 2.2.4.1, which discusses the electroplating process (the only process that requires

conductive parts). Finally substrate removal is discussed with the electroforming process in

Section 2.3.
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2.1. Additive Manufacturing

Selective laser sintering (SLS) is a powder bed fusion process that functions like DMLS

(explained in Section 1.2.1), except that it uses a bed of polyamide powder as the build material

with a CO2 laser as the energy source.

Fused deposition modeling (FDM) is an additive manufacturing process through which a long

filament of material (usually ABS or another thermoplastic) is continuously pushed by counter

rotating rollers through a heated nozzle, which melts the material and then deposits it onto a

build platform in a pre determined pattern, one layer at a time. The basic concept is shown in

Figure 2 2.

Figure 2 2. Diagram of the FDM process.
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The direct inkjet 3DP process is described in Section 1.2.3.3. The 3DP process included in the

morphological chart refers to the PolyJet™ process from Objet, Ltd. In this process, an inkjet

deposits liquid photopolymer directly onto a build tray, after which the photopolymer is cured

with UV lights.

Stereolithography (SL) is an AM process that directs a laser into a vat of liquid photopolymer.

The laser moves along the surface of the photopolymer, curing the liquid into a solid. After

tracing a layer, the elevator that the first layer is attached to moves downward one layer

thickness. A recoating blade then pushes a new layer of liquid atop the last layer and the

process begins again. Mask projection SL systems also exist that replace the single point laser

with a light projector that is able to cure each entire 2D layer without moving. SL can be scaled

down and produces the highest resolution parts of any AM system, but the parts require

extensive manual support removal and some post curing.

2.2. Metal Coating Processes for Plastics

The metal coating of plastic parts is by no means a recent scientific development. Plastics

coating is done for many reasons, particularly to provide properties usually provided by metals

like reflectivity, electrical and heat conductivity, abrasion resistance, decorative effects, etc. [15].

The majority of plastics coating is done for decorative purposes or corrosion resistance, most

notably for automobile trim [16].

Many methods exist for applying full coats of metal onto parts, including vacuum metallization

(vapor deposition), metal spraying, cathode sputtering, and plating (where plating describes

both electroplating and electroless plating) [15]. The ideal metal coating process for producing
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complex, hollow, metal geometries would have no geometric dependency, be low cost (capital,

outsourcing, and preprocessing), provide a wide range of potential source metals, and be able

to plate thick coats of metal easily with high speed and quality.

2.2.1. VacuumMetallization

Vacuum metallization (a.k.a., vacuum evaporation) is a process by which metal is deposited on

the substrate in vapor form, shown in Figure 2 3.

Figure 2 3. Diagram of a resistive thermal evaporation vacuum
metallization system (adapted from [17]), [fair use].

The substrate to be metallized and the source metal are placed in a vacuum, the source metal

(known as the evaporant) is heated until it evaporates, and the vaporized metal condenses on

the substrate that is usually rotated to ensure a uniform coat [18]. The vacuum is present to

decrease the evaporation temperature of the evaporant to ensure a stable chamber temperature

that will not immediately degrade the substrate. As long as the distance between the evaporant
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and the substrate is large enough, the substrate should experience no negative effects due to

temperature [19].

Vacuum metallization is able to coat more types of metals than plating processes (including

Aluminum, Iron, Nickel, Copper, Silver, Lead, Tin, Titanium, etc.). The metals that can be used

are dependent upon the thermal stability, vapor pressure, and evaporation temperature of the

evaporant in question [19]. Additionally, vacuum metallization requires little to no

preprocessing (other than thoroughly cleaning the part).

The vacuum metallization process has considerable capital costs, making it unreasonable for

most small scale applications, including this research [20]. This process is somewhat

geometrically dependent, tending to produce thicker coats on exterior features. Additionally,

thick films are not generally possible because they become extremely brittle. Most importantly,

all vacuum evaporation procedures produce metal coatings with pin holes [19], which are not

appropriate for a functional end use structure that may contain fluids, making it unacceptable

for use in this work.

2.2.2. Metal Spraying

In the metal spraying process, metal is atomized and propelled toward the substrate by a high

velocity gas jet, as shown in Figure 2 4.

Also known as thermal spraying, the source metal is heated before atomizing either through

electrical means, with plasma or an arc, or chemical means, with a flame. The heat source heats

the source metal to a molten state, which is then atomized by the high velocity gas jet and
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launched at the substrate. The liquid droplets of metal impact the substrate and flatten against

the surface, rapidly cooling. The phase change and temperature interaction in the process is not

well understood, as metals leaving the pistol can have temperatures as low as 80°C (making

them applicable for plastics coating) and still form a cohesive coating when impacting the

substrate [19].

Figure 2 4. Diagram of the metal spraying process with (a) wire and
(b) powder as the source metal form [21], [used with permission].

Like vacuum metallization, metal spraying requires no preprocessing of the part besides a

thorough cleaning. It can also coat with metals that other coating processes cannot (e.g.,

(a)

(b)
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aluminum). The metal spraying process is by far the fastest metal coating process investigated,

being able to produce thick deposits very quickly.

Unfortunately, the resulting coat has high porosity, which reduces the strength of the surface

and can cause pin holes that will not reliably hold fluids. There also tends to be a high oxide

content that reduces the conductivity of the coating. Like vacuum metallization, there are also

significant capital costs involved with such a system. Additionally, this is a geometrically

dependent process that works well for simple shapes without edges or internal features [19].

This means that it will not be an effective means of metal coating for the complex structures

needed for this work.

2.2.3. Cathode Sputtering

Cathode sputtering disintegrates the surface of a cathode (source metal) due to a high electrical

potential between the cathode and anode in a partial vacuum, projecting the disintegrated

atoms onto the substrate. A diagram of the process is shown in Figure 2 5.

Figure 2 5. Diagram of a cathode sputtering process that uses a ringed
anode and an inert argon environment (adapted from [22]), [fair use].
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While sputtering is generally a very slow process, making it impractical for many applications,

it can be accelerated by introducing inert gases to the partial vacuum (like the presence of

Argon in Figure 2 5).

Due to the low speed of the process, film deposition is easily controlled. Besides cleaning, there

are no part preprocessing requirements. Also similar to vacuum metallization and metal

spraying, cathode sputtering allows for a wide range of source metals.

This process produces rough surfaces typically inappropriate for precise fluid applications. It

also has high capital costs. The most restrictive factor is that cathode sputtering requires shorter

distances between the source metal (cathode) and the substrate than does vacuum metallizing.

Consequently, with the high heat produced by the presence of electrical potentials of several

thousand volts, the ambient temperature at the substrate is too high for use with most

thermoplastics (as is necessary for this work) [19].

2.2.4. Metal Plating

Metal plating is a process involving the collection of individual atoms of a source metal onto the

surface of the substrate. It is a general term that includes plating with the use of an electrical

circuit, known as electroplating, as well as plating by chemical means, known as electroless

plating. Metal plating is used in a process called electroforming, discussed in Section 2.3.
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2.2.4.1. Electroplating and Conductivizing

Electroplating, also known as electrolytic plating, is a process that uses an electric field (as part

of an electrolytic cell) to move metal ions through an acid bath to coat a conductive part. A

diagram of the process is shown in Figure 2 6.

Figure 2 6. Diagram of the electroplating
process plating copper in a copper
sulfate bath [23], [public domain].

The metal ions are removed from the source metal (the positively charged anode), move

through an acid bath, and are deposited on the substrate (the negatively charged cathode). The

anode and cathode form two sides of a circuit whose power is provided by a DC power source.

The quality and properties of the metal plate are determined by many factors, including the

circuit’s current and voltage, the distance between anode and cathode, the presence of bath

agitation, and the geometric complexity of the part to be plated [24]. Because electroplating

requires a continuous electrical circuit to function, the part to be plated must have a conductive
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layer that is connected to the negative terminal of the power source or no plating will occur.

This means that plating polymers requires some sort of surface conductivizing pretreatment.

Conductivizing can be done in several ways. The most common conductivizing method for

plastic parts is the use of a thin coat of electroless nickel, described in Section 2.2.4.2. For

electroforming procedures in which the substrate must be removed after plating, as described in

Section 2.2.5, conductive silver paint is most common. A third, less expensive option involves

the conversion of silver nitrate on the surface of the part to silver sulfide, which is conductive.

This technique is used by some hobbyists, but not in industry.

Of the metal coating processes discussed thus far, electroplating is by far the least expensive for

small scale production or experimentation. Small hobby kits can be purchased for under $200

[25]. Many metals can be electroplated, including copper, nickel, chromium, tin, silver, gold,

and various alloys of these metals [26]. The electroplating process allows unlimited plate

thicknesses dependent upon the time the substrate is left in the circuit, though the quality of the

surface finish decreases proportionally since surface defects are amplified [27].

The key limitations of the process are the geometric limitations (inner features will not plate as

effectively as external features that are closer to the anode) and the difficulty of the

conductivizing pretreatment. If these limitations can be overcome, electroplating would likely

be a viable means for producing complex, hollow, metal geometries cost effectively.
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2.2.4.2. Electroless Plating

Electroless plating is an autocatalytic process that is powered through a chemical reaction, as

opposed to an electrical circuit. No anode is required as a source metal because the source metal

is already present in the plating solution. This also means that the source metal in the solution

must be periodically replenished as it is used. Deposition is provided by metal ions in the

solution that are reduced to their metallic state in the presence of a reducing agent. While

electroless processes are more expensive than electroplating processes, they provide two

advantages that are integral to this work. First, they can plate on non conductive surfaces with

the proper pretreatment. Second, and most important, they do not depend on the geometry of

the workpiece and provide an even plating coat regardless of the complexity of the part. An

example of this is shown in Figure 2 7.

Figure 2 7. Diagram comparing electroplated metal layers to
electrolessly plated metal layers (adapted from [28]), [fair use].
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To electrolessly plate on plastic, the plastic’s surface must first be prepared with an etching

stage. The etching process breaks down part of the polymer to create “teeth” in which a metal

coat can take hold. Not all plastics can be etched. A list of plating grade polymers and their

properties is available [29], though there is no comprehensive list readily available showing

recommended etching procedures for each plating grade polymer. ABS plastics are particularly

responsive to the etching process because they combine two copolymers – acrylonitrile styrene

and butadiene styrene – and butadiene is attacked before acrylonitrile, breaking it down quickly

[30].

Electroless plating is most commonly used as the conductivizing layer in preparation for

electroplating. For most applications requiring thicker coats (e.g., corrosion resistance, strength

improvements, etc.), electroless plating is followed by the less expensive electroplating process.

Electroless plating is typically only used alone (without being followed by electroplating) for

very thin layers (e.g., decorative coats).

The metals that can be used for electroless plating are more limited than other metal coating

processes. Nickel is the most commonly used metal for electroless plating, known as electroless

nickel plating (ENP), because it is less expensive and well understood. Electroless copper, and

sometimes silver, are used for printed circuit board production. Electroless silver is used in the

production of mirrors. Electroless solutions are also readily available for plating with gold, tin,

zinc, cobalt, etc. though they are more expensive and the complex chemistry and limitations of

substrate properties prohibit their use in most applications [19].
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The difficult chemical requirements are the main limitation for the use of electroless plating in

this work. No additive manufacturing machine currently produces parts from plating grade

plastics (plastics optimized for surface etching before electroless plating), meaning additional

steps would likely be required in the pretreatment stages before plating, if plating is even

possible. With a requirement of high heat conductivity, the most suitable plating metal is

copper. Unfortunately, commercially available electroless copper plating solutions are meant

for circuit board production and are not designed for plastics plating. This means that, while

electroless plating could be used as a conductivizing layer for electroplating, it will not be able

to act as the complete solution if a copper coat is required.

There is also limited information available regarding the production of thick metal coats from

electroless plating. The majority of electroless applications do not plate beyond 20 m. While the

autocatalytic reaction can, in theory, plate indefinitely, there is little evident experimental

support. This may present unexpected difficulties when using electroless plating for thick coats.

An additional concern when using electroless plating techniques is the high bond strength

between the substrate and plating. After plating, the substrate must be removed to leave behind

the metal structure. The etching required by electroless plating tends to provide high bond

strength that can cause internal stress in the interface between the substrate and the plate,

potentially damaging the plate during substrate removal [31]. This may limit the use of

electroless plating in this work.
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2.2.5. Metal Coating Process Summary

Of the five metal coating on plastic technologies in Section 2.2, several were determined not to

be useful in this work for differing reasons. A summary of the qualities of each process and the

metrics by which they were evaluated is shown in Figure 2 8.

Figure 2 8. Basic synthesis of the metal coating processes used to help determine their applicability (at
a high level) for this work.

The three most important metrics were the geometric dependency, the quality of a thick metal

coat, and the capital costs, which acted as the heaviest weights during process selection. The

synthesis shows that both electroplating and electroless plating are promising options.

Electroless plating provides the added benefit of being the only process that is completely

independent of the geometry of the part (assuming the solution can touch all features), which is

important for the complex geometries desired. Electroplating provides high geometric

dependency, but the low capital costs makes it worthwhile to investigate, particularly as it is the

most commonly used technology for electroforming processes.
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2.3. Electroforming and Substrate Removal

Electroforming is a widely used technology to produce high quality metal parts from a

preformed pattern, called a mandrel. A diagram of the process is shown in Figure 2 9.

Figure 2 9. Diagram of the electroforming process using nickel
(adapted from [32]), [public domain].

The electroforming process involves metal plating a mandrel (also known as a substrate), then

removing the mandrel (by any of various methods), leaving behind the metal electroform. The

definition of electroforming differs between authors, but for the purposes of this work, if either

electroplating or electroless plating is used as the metal coating stage, it will constitute an

electroforming process (though electroplating is used in nearly all electroforming processes).

There are two types of mandrels. The first is known as a rigid (or permanent) mandrel which

can be removed from the electroform without being damaged. Such mandrels are typically

metal (requiring no conductivizing before plating) and are resistant to deformation. The
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required shape must be suitably basic to allow for this removal without damaging the

electroform or mandrel. This mechanical separation substrate removal technique is only

applicable for simple geometries. The second type of mandrel is called a temporary mandrel

and is damaged or completely destroyed upon removal from the electroform. These mandrels

are typically required to produce forms with complex geometries. Waxes and thermoplastics

are frequently used because of their low melting point, much like in the investment casting

process [31]. They allow for thermal removal of the substrate, known as burnout. Aluminum

mandrels are also frequently used because they can be chemically dissolved after plating,

though they are expensive and of a complexity limited to traditional machining processes. They

allow for chemical removal of the substrate, known as etching. Etching can also be performed

with other materials, though the substrate’s material properties must be well understood.

Electroforming is widely used for high precision applications because it is the most accurate

manufacturing method for metal parts. Electroforming is so accurate that it is used to produce

molds for the manufacture of audio CDs, which require track depressions on the scale of 0.1 m

[31]. This technology’s largest use is in the production of metal foils (typically copper used for

printed circuit boards) and fine metal meshes (typically nickel, including applications like

screen printing cylinders, powder sieves, coffee filters, etc.) [31].

Electroforming, unlike most applications involving electroplating, requires minimal adhesion

between the mandrel and the plate so that the mandrel can be removed without damaging the

plate. Electroless plating is typically neither used as a conductivizing layer for electroplating

coats nor as the coat metal because of the associated adhesion strength to the mandrel and
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increased coating cost. The two most commonly used conductivizing methods are silver paint

and chemically reduced silver film [31].
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3. PROJECT SCOPE

This chapter narrows the scope of experimentation by investigating and eliminating potential

sub function solutions in the morphological chart, shown in Figure 3 1, based on the sub

functions presented in the generalized process diagram in Figure 1 5 and the technologies

reviewed in Chapter 2.

Figure 3 1. Morphological chart for a process capable of creating complex, hollow, metal geometries.

Past works involving hybrid approaches with AM and metal coating are investigated in Section

3.1, summarizing the work completed and how it differs from this thesis. The processes are

summarized in each section based on the morphological chart in Figure 3 1. This section

concludes with a discussion of the design goals for complex, hollow, metal geometries. Sections

3.2.1 through 3.2.3 discuss how the scope of the project is narrowed by eliminating sub function

solutions from the morphological chart that will not be useful for this work. The chapter

concludes in Section 3.2.4 by adjusting the morphological chart based on this chapter’s

discussions and showing which process combinations will be examined in Chapters 4 and 5.
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3.1. Hybrid Manufacturing Approaches

Additive manufacturing provides new design freedom not seen with traditional manufacturing

processes. Since the oldest (and most thoroughly researched) AM technologies,

stereolithography (SL), fused deposition modeling (FDM), and selective laser sintering (SLS),

produce polymer parts, several groups have looked into the potential benefits of coating metals

onto these parts to change their properties, including the following:

Increasing part strength (tensile and flexural)

Increasing part strength to weight ratio for air vehicles

Producing high strength to weight sandwich trusses

Producing conductive patterns

Producing EDM electrodes inexpensively

Producing metallic microlattice truss structures

This is referred to as a hybrid approach, as multiple manufacturing stages are required in order

to produce the end part (i.e., additive manufacturing and metal coating).

This section discusses several hybrid approaches and their applications, including the use of

electroless plating and electroplating to improve the properties of AM parts, FDM for creating

conductive plastic patterns, SL and electroforming for creating electric discharge machining

(EDM) electrodes, and an SL like approach combined with electroless nickel plating (ENP) to

produce ultralight microlattice structures. Each discussion is concluded with a morphological

chart summarizing the authors’ approach in their work.
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3.1.1. Electroless Plating & Electroplating to Improve Properties

This subsection discusses the hybrid approaches summarized in Figure 3 2.

Figure 3 2. Summary of the AM and plating work done by Chandrasekhar [33], Saleh [34],
and Zhou [35] with their coauthors.

Several groups have used plating methods to improve the mechanical properties of additively

manufactured parts. Chandrasekhar and coauthors used SL when producing micro air vehicle

prototypes in order to reduce production cycle time and produce high strength to weight parts

[33]. They used metal plating techniques to strengthen the parts and mitigate the detrimental

residual stresses inherent in the parts produced with SL. Because the photopolymer SL part

must remain intact for the structural stability of the vehicle, high adhesion between the metallic

plate and the part is important. To ensure good adhesion, their study involved the use of a

chemical etching process to roughen the surface of their parts before plating. After etching, they

used ENP to provide a conductive layer 1 2 m thick, then electroplated 50 250 m of chromium

onto the part. They found that the tensile strength of their parts increased by 20 40% for every

50 m of chromium plated onto the part, giving a 200% increase at 250 m (from 50 to 150MPa).
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The flexural strength increased by about 30% for every 50 m plated, with a 233% increase at

250 m (from 120 to 400MPa). They conclude that while the plated micro air vehicles are flight

worthy, they recommend that further experimentation be done with lower density SL parts to

reduce overall system weight [33].

Saleh and coauthors directly studied the mechanical property improvements associated with

electroplating SL and SLS parts [34]. They investigated changes in the tensile strength (from the

Young’s modulus, ultimate tensile strength, and percent elongation at break) and the impact

strength (from Izod tests). This study is more generalized than the work from Chandresekhar

and coauthors because all testing was done strictly according to ISO standards. Sixty parts

(thirty SL, thirty SLS) were built in such an orientation that the layers of the parts were normal

to the tensile testing axis (meaning the parts will be weaker since they are more likely to

delaminate between layers). The SL parts were built from SL7560 Epoxy based photopolymer

resin. The SLS parts were built with DuraForm™ PA (Polyamide, Nylon 12) powder. All of the

samples were conductivized with ENP (about 1 m layer thickness) before being electroplated

with copper, then given an additional electroplate of nickel. Some post processing (filing) was

done to remove additional buildup on the sharp edges of the part that tend to overplate.

An important observation of their work was that the high quality (smooth) surface finish of SL

parts tended to get worse as the plate thickness increased, whereas the low quality (rough)

surface finish of the SLS parts tended to improve as the plate thickness increased. While it is not

addressed in their work, the electroplating process is such that both surfaces would approach a

certain mid range quality asymptotically, rather than having an SLS part end up with a higher
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quality plate surface than an SL part. An important consideration relevant to this thesis is that

this is for electroplating processes at a low current, which provides a high quality plate but does

not have the electrical throwing power required to plate internal features (which are not present

on the “dog bone” shaped testing parts used in this study).

They attempt to analytically estimate the improvement in the Young’s modulus by equating a

certain percent to each material in the composite part and assuming that there is no slipping

between layers (rule of mixtures). Unfortunately, since there is some slipping between layers,

particularly at higher tensions, their simplified analytical model is not accurate. They do

determine, as expected, that the tensile strength and impact strength of the parts increase as the

metal layer thickness increases. They see a 90% increase in Young’s modulus from the base SL

part (and 60% for the SLS part) by plating with 20 m of metal. At 120 m, the Young’s modulus

increases jump to 300% and 450%, respectively. The ultimate tensile strength sees small changes

at low plate thicknesses and total increases of 60% and 35%, respectively. The SLS part

decreases its percent elongation at break when plated, converging to the same value that the SL

part increases to at higher plate thicknesses because the metal plate becomes the dominant

factor [34]. At a plate thickness of 120 m, the impact strength of the SL parts increases by about

140%, while the SLS parts increase by nearly 350%. They conclude that plating on SL and SLS

parts has great potential for increasing the tensile and impact strength of the parts, but they

acknowledge that this benefit decreases as the cross section of the part increases, lessening the

influence of the plating [34].
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Work by Zhou and coauthors largely combined the work from Chandrasekhar and coauthors

and Saleh and coauthors. They also used SL prototypes, this time for complex airfoil design,

and performed rigorous strength testing to ISO standards [35]. They used Somos 14120

photopolymer SL resin, a chemical etch for surface roughening, ENP for conductivizing (~2 m

thick), then nickel electroplating for the metal coating. They chose additive manufacturing so

that they could quickly prototype the airfoil and include internal geometry, in the form of

twenty four pressure taps along the chord length. Each pressure tap (and associated

passageway) had a diameter of 0.8mm. If they had (destructively) examined a cross section of

the part after their plating procedure, it is highly unlikely that there would have existed a

complete, let alone consistent, plate inside these small internal features. If the etching and ENP

solutions could penetrate these pressure taps, then there may have been a conductive layer

present for some of the length of the passageway, but the electroplating would likely have

missed the majority of the channel interior. If the authors had successfully plated such an

internal geometry, the results would likely be evident in the work as it would constitute a

significant accomplishment in the study of electroplating. While these internal features likely

did not plate, it is unlikely that this affected the overall quality and usefulness of the prototype

airfoil as the exterior plate of the part provides the majority of the strength and the channels

were designed only for pressure measurements.

They obtained similar results to Saleh and coauthors in terms of the strength improvements of

the SL parts, though with somewhat differing numbers due to the use of a different

photopolymer resin as the SL build material. They concluded that, for precision applications,
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the dimensional tolerance associated with the plate thickness is not significant for the observed

plate of 0.1mm, but it will likely cause problems with thicker plates [35].

Besides the academic research in the area, AM companies also provide some suggestions on

preparing parts for metal plating processes. Stratasys, Inc., a prominent manufacturer of FDM

machines, recommends electroplating parts produced on their systems for both decorative and

functional reasons [36]. Their own testing shows similar tensile strength improvements to the

papers mentioned previously. Stratasys recommends a process to prepare an FDM part for

plating as follows: sand surfaces to remove layer lines; seal surfaces in case of entry points into

the part using vapor smoothing, solvent dipping, or painting; dry part until all solvent has

dissolved; resand surfaces; then send the part to a professional electroplating business. They

recommend copper, nickel, and chromium layers, potentially in combination, dependent upon

the desired end part properties [36].

Objet, Ltd. is a manufacturer of direct inkjet 3D printers, which use their patented PolyJet™

process, jetting droplets of liquid photopolymer onto a platform, then curing the photopolymer

with a UV light. The process produces very high resolution parts, though not quite as high as

some SL processes. Since the resultant parts are photopolymers, their recommended plating

process is similar to that used for SL parts (also photopolymers). Objet recommends chemical

etching, then ENP, then electroplating with copper, nickel, or chromium [37, 38]. Since no

chemical solutions are provided that are recommended specifically for the photopolymers

produced by Objet, it is implied that this process should also be outsourced (particularly the

complicated etching step, which involves the chemical etch, then neutralizing the acids, then
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catalyzing to provide a metal seed layer on the atomic level, then acceleration to remove access

chemicals from the catalyzing solution). Many ENP processes involve bath temperatures greater

than 100°C. Due to the temperature volatility of photopolymers, Objet recommends the use of a

room temperature ENP process (which gets no hotter than 85°C) [37].

Each of the research papers and company recommendations provided in this section helps to

show that both electroless nickel plating and electroplating with several metals are possible on

AM parts. Zhou and coauthors even go so far as to provide specific chemical bath solutions for

plating onto the Somos 14120 photopolymer SL resin they used (something that is difficult to

find for specific materials). Unfortunately, none of this research discusses complex geometries

with extensive internal features as would be necessary for producing complex metal geometries.

Additionally, these processes do not consider electroforming procedures, so they do not include

any substrate removal after the plating process is complete.

3.1.2. High Strength, LowWeight Cellular Solid Sandwich Plate Cores using FDM

This subsection discusses the hybrid approaches summarized in Figure 3 3.

AM processes have also been combined with electroplating to produce high strength, low

weight structural members from trusses sandwiched between stiff facesheets, as shown in

Figure 3 4.
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Figure 3 3. Summary of the process performed by Markkula and coauthors when creating
sandwich trusses [39].

Figure 3 4. Basic example of a high strength, low
weight structural member with sandwiched truss.

Markkula and coauthors investigated the compressive behavior of several such truss geometries

produced by electroplating ABS plastic parts fabricated with the FDM process [39]. The authors

tested three truss geometries, pyramidal, tetrahedral, and strut reinforced tetrahedral (SRT),

shown in Figure 3 5.
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Figure 3 5. Examples of truss geometries, (a) pyramidal, (b) tetrahedral, (c) strut reinforced
tetrahedral (SRT), tested by Markkula and coauthors.

They compared the compressive behaviors of 100% ABS parts to ABS parts electrolessly plated

with copper, then electroplated with nickel. They maintained the same volume between parts

(subtracting the plate thickness from the original ABS model) in order to keep a consistent truss

density. They tested with two plate thicknesses, one providing 10 vol% metal and the other 20

vol% metal.

The authors determine experimentally that the metal plated ABS structures produced better

results (by weight) across the board than the solid ABS parts. The plated SRT truss produces

better results for ultimate strength and yield strength, but the tetrahedral showed better

stiffness results. They showed each geometry in a plot of compressive strength to the relative

part density (density relative to using a solid plate of nickel instead of a sandwich truss) and

found that the plated SRT and plated tetrahedral truss produce somewhat higher strength to

weight ratio topologies than the efficient and commonly used aluminum honeycomb cores.

When plotting the compressive Young’s Modulus (stiffness) to relative density, the plated

trusses performed an order of magnitude lower than the same aluminum honeycomb cores.

Lastly, they showed that the part performed strongly in terms of the toughness (energy

(a) (b) (c)
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absorption before failure) versus density, though a comparison to the aluminum honeycomb

topologies is not shown.

The authors provide no background on their electroplating work other than to state that they

etched the ABS, then electrolessly plated copper, then electroplated nickel (which are the

opposite metals used in most similar applications). They do not specify the metal plate

thicknesses, other than to say that they used 10 and 20 vol% of metal to ABS in their

experiments. Their research only investigated the use of single truss geometries (shown in

Figure 3 5) for testing, half the height and only one truss in width and depth compared to the

pyramidal trusses shown in Figure 3 4. Such plating work does not test the abilities of the

plating process as there is very little geometric complexity.

This work provides helpful information on producing truss geometries with high compressive

strength that could be of use to researchers who consider the manufacturing process proposed

in this thesis, though additional research would be required to investigate the effect of buckling

with the resulting hollow structures. While Markkula and coauthors used additive

manufacturing (FDM, specifically), electroless plating, electroplating, and truss structures, the

complexity of the structures was so basic (being only half of one truss cell thick, only as tall as

the models shown in Figure 3 5) that their process could not be used to produce the complex

geometries required for this project. Additionally, while they referred to their process as

electroforming, it did not involve any substrate removal process. The FDM processes currently

on the market do not produce high enough resolution parts or small enough features in order to

fabricate the complex geometries for this study. In particular, the relatively high layer thickness
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(127 m is the best on the market for FDM [40], with 254 m the best available in Virginia Tech’s

DREAMS Lab) causes particular trouble when producing angles required for trusses and other

complex features on a small scale. Because of these considerations, the work in the thesis falls

outside of the work completed in the paper from Markkula and coauthors [39].

3.1.3. Using FDM for Electrically Conductive Plastic Patterns

This subsection discusses the hybrid approaches summarized in Figure 3 6.

Figure 3 6. Summary of the process used by Monzón and coauthors to produce conductive plastic
patterns [41] and injection molds [42].

Researchers at the Universidad de Las Palmas de Gran Canaria in Spain produced

electroformed models from additively manufactured parts [41]. Their research focused on using

electroless plating with low adhesion in order to conductivize parts produced from ABS plastic

using FDM for what they call “high precision” applications (though the precision of the FDM

process is arguable).

Monzón and coauthors asserted that the internal stresses in the FDM produced part caused by

the FDM process itself caused the surface roughness of the subsequent parts to be suitably high
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for accepting a thin electroless copper plate without requiring a pre plate etching procedure. By

eliminating the etching process, they reduce the high adhesion typically inherent in the

electroless plating process for non conductive materials. To test their assertion, they attempted

an identical electroless copper plating procedure on three different substrates: ABS filament

before melting, ABS filament after being melted (without passing through the nozzle), and ABS

filament after being melted and extruded through the 0.46mm nozzle. The only substrate that

plated successfully was the third substrate that had passed through the nozzle (which caused

the internal stresses in the material).

The team claimed to have produced many electroforms in the past using conductive paints, but

was concerned that the additional thickness and lack of uniformity of the conductive paint,

which add layers thicknesses up to 30 m and can vary up to 20 m, could begin to affect the

precision of the resultant parts as the resolution of additive manufacturing technologies

increase to the point where they are no longer the limiting factor in the process. They argue that

using their simplified electroless plating process instead only adds a 10 20 m layer to the part

with better uniformity.

A group of many of the same researchers also investigated the use of FDM and electroforming

in the creation of injection molds (rapid tooling) [42]. They created the mold by producing the

pattern from ABS plastic using a Stratasys FDM machine, conductivizing the pattern with silver

paint, electroplating with nickel (no copper), removing the electroformed shell from the ABS,

then filling in the back of the electroformed shell (known as backfilling) with an epoxy resin.

Their study is very specific and thorough, providing plating bath solutions, specific currents,
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recommended bath pH levels, etc. After producing a mold and analyzing metallographic

structure, hardness, internal stresses, and potential sources of failure, they concluded that the

backfilled epoxy resin mitigates many deficiencies of the electroformed nickel shell, allowing

for successful injection molding with “acceptable quality levels” [42].

The process shown in these works produced successful electroforms using FDM parts as rigid

mandrels, from which each electroform was mechanically separated after plating. As mentioned

previously, such electroforms must be very basic in order to avoid damaging the electroform or

the mandrel during separation. This research did not address the use of complex parts requiring

temporary mandrels that would include some sort of post plate burnout or chemical etch

removal process. Additionally, the proposed electroless plating process is specific to parts

produced using FDM, precluding other additive manufacturing processes.

3.1.4. Die Sink Electric Discharge Machining Electrode Manufacturing

This subsection discusses the hybrid approaches summarized in Figure 3 7.

Figure 3 7. Summary of processes used by Arthur and coauthors [43] and Yang & Leu [44, 45] in the
creation of EDM electrodes.
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Rapid tooling is an area of research in which AM technologies are used to augment or replace

expensive precision machined applications, like injection molds and electric discharge

machining (EDM) electrodes. A series of studies have worked to integrate additive

manufacturing technologies into the production of custom electrodes for die sink EDM in order

to reduce the cost and lead time of machined electrodes, which accounts for over half of the

total machining cost [46]. Because the EDM process is typically used for high precision

applications, the low resolution of many additive manufacturing systems somewhat restricts

the potential benefit. Hsu and coauthors [47] provided a good summary of such work,

including, among others, the use of two phase powders in SLS parts that are then infiltrated

with copper to replace the burned out polymer [48] and coating a photopolymer produced with

stereolithography (SL) with a thin coat of conductive silver paint then copper electroplating [43,

49]. By some definitions, the latter process is considered electroforming because the copper

plate was the required final part, but in the context of this research, it did not constitute

electroforming because the photopolymer substrate remained as part of the finished electrode.

The high quality surface finish of SL parts is ideal for obtaining good surface finishes on the

resulting plate because surface flaws in a substrate carry through to the plate. After struggling

with issues dissipating the heat inherent in the EDM process, the group also attempted removal

of the electroform from the photopolymer part. They had success when sacrificing the substrate

through both chemical and thermal means, though they acknowledged that the chemical

removal requires access to the substrate through the plate to function and that thermal

degradation of the substrate causes thermal expansion that can be problematic with complex

geometries [43].
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Yang and Leu also investigated the production of EDM electrodes with AM and electroforming,

but also included the production of other dies, molds, and casting patterns in their study [44,

45]. Like the other studies mentioned, they used SL photopolymer parts as a mandrel. To

conductivize their parts to prepare for the electroplating process, they used ENP. Surprisingly,

they chose to burn out the photopolymer mandrel after electroplating. As a thermosetting

polymer, photopolymers do not melt when heated, they instead rapidly expand as they

degrade. This expansion can cause a great deal of stress on the electroform, frequently leading

to deformation or fracturing. The simplicity of the electroforms in this study made it possible to

use heat to remove the mandrel. All electroforms were one sided, such that the expansion of the

photopolymer could occur from the unplated sides and bottom of each model, as can be seen in

Figure 3 8.

Figure 3 8. Diagram showing the stages used in many studies (particularly [44, 45]) to produce EDM
electrodes from AM parts, (a) Build SL Master, (b) Conductivize with ENP, (c) Electroform with

Copper, (d) Separate Electroform fromMaster, (e) Backfill Electroform

Additionally, they backfilled the electroform to mitigate issues with varying plate thickness

seen in other studies. Despite these advantages, they conclude by thermomechanically
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modeling the burnout process that the thermal expansion of the photopolymer mandrels

remains a major source of inaccuracy in the process. [44, 45].

Gillot and coauthors argue that the use of AM technologies coupled with the electroforming

process does not provide adequate dimensional accuracy of EDM electrodes to satisfy industrial

needs [50]. They discuss several techniques that were studied in the past, including casting from

AM molds, DMLS, two phase powder SLS then infiltrating, and producing electroforms from

SL parts. They dismiss most processes as insufficient and further investigate the use of

electroforming. After testing, they claim that the electroforming process is too geometrically

dependent (as discussed in Section 2.2.4.2), producing particularly poor results inside cavities

and on sharp corners. The plating process showed considerable non uniformity, which affects

the conductivity of the electrode. Lastly, the electroform tends to wear faster than machined

electrodes. They conclude that AM processes with electroforming are worthwhile when

producing parts whose primary function is aesthetics, but not for industrial use [50]. These

results were supported by the nearly identical conclusions obtained from a similar study by

Dimla and coauthors [51].

Die sink EDM electrodes are by far the most commonly researched use of electroforming

processes with AM mandrels. The majority of these studies use the high quality SL process for

electroform production. Thermoplastics are typically only used as a binder for manufacturing

the electrodes from two phase sintered powders, rather than involving a separate

electroforming process. Lastly, even those studies [43, 47] that discussed the use of

thermoplastics were restricted to the simple geometries required for EDM electrodes. While
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these electrodes are three dimensional, they are limited to geometries without overhangs or

internal cavities, similar to the geometries allowed for sand casting patterns that must be

removable from the mold before casting can begin. Because of this, if the adhesion between the

electroform and the AM mandrel is low enough, all of these shapes could be mechanically

separated from the electroform, as discussed by Monzón and coauthors [41]. As such, these

studies are of limited use to the production of complex three dimensional geometries.

3.1.5. Metallic Microlattice Structures

This subsection discusses the hybrid approaches summarized in Figure 3 9.

Figure 3 9. Summary of the process used by Schaedler and coauthors in the creation of metallic
microlattices (although referring to their process as SL is merely an approximation) [52].

Recent advances have been made with the creation of truss structures using additive

manufacturing inspired techniques. Researchers have created micro scale truss structures using

self propagating photopolymer waveguides [53, 54]. In its most basic form, this refers to the use

of collimated light that is directed through a mask at specific angles to form a three dimensional

array of interconnecting rays of light. By projecting this light array into a vat of photopolymer
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resin (as is used in SL), the liquid photopolymer that is contacted by the light cures, becoming

solid. This creates a freestanding solid truss structure. Such structures have been created with

pore sizes of less than 1mm and strut diameters as small as 260 m.

The length of the channels of light passing through the photopolymer are limited, thus limiting

the maximum depth of truss to around 8mm, though the group suspects that further process

optimization will allow for depths between 15 and 20mm without requiring additional

exposure surfaces (which could theoretically allow multiple light arrays to join from different

directions, producing a larger structure than is possible with one).

This research was later expanded to include electroless nickel deposition (93% nickel, 7%

phosphorous, by weight) onto the photopolymer truss and a subsequent removal of the

photopolymer substrate by chemical etching [52]. The researchers were able to produce a self

supporting structure on the same scale with a uniform wall thickness of about 125nm. The

researchers claim that the resulting structure’s volume is 99.99% air, referring to it as ultralight,

with a mass of less than 10mg per cubic centimeter. When compressed to the point where the

structure was deformed to half its initial height, they showed that this geometry recovered 98%

of its original height, returning to the same shape. Such behavior makes this structure ideal for

acoustic, vibration, or shock energy damping.

This research focused on the production of uniform cellular geometries using photopolymer

waveguides to produce low density structural materials. As such, the research was limited to

the structural design of latticed trusses composed exclusively of an array of straight struts,

removing the ability to modify the design to better meet specific engineering requirements.
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Additionally, since the properties of these structures are specific to the nanocrystalline

electrodeposition of the nickel used [55], producing copper structures to improve heat and

electrical conductivity requires a different process that would likely not be able to replicate the

structural recovery properties of the nanocrystalline nickel.

3.1.6. Design Goals

The past research discussed in this section regarding metal coating AM structures provides a

starting point for this work. It also shows that a new process must be developed to produce

complex, hollow, metal geometries with the full design freedom provided by AM. The

manufactured structures must be exclusively metal (preferably with high heat conductivity), be

self supporting, and be producible with any level of design complexity. Ideally, the developed

process would be relatively inexpensive and be possible in a lab setting, without requiring

outsourcing or extensive knowledge of complicated processes. Process selection begins in the

next section.

3.2. Process Selection

3.2.1. Substrate Removal

Substrate removal can be done through thermal means (e.g., burning out a thermoplastic),

chemical means (e.g., etching away a photopolymer), or mechanical means (e.g., forcibly

separating the substrate). Mechanical separation can only be done for very basic geometries and

is not possible with the complex geometries investigated in this work. A thermal burnout

process is ideal for materials that melt, which is why it is used in the investment casting process.

It therefore works particularly well for waxes and thermoplastics (like ABS plastic and nylon,
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used in the FDM and SLS processes, respectively). This does not hold true for photopolymers

(used in direct 3DP and stereolithography), which are thermosetting plastics that do not melt.

As the temperature of a photopolymer is increased well above its glass transition temperature,

the part gradually loses mass and begins shrinking in size, then violently expands as it

continues degrading. This expansion can cause a great internal pressure in an electroform,

potentially rupturing it.

While some research suggests that narrow channels in complex parts made from

photopolymers can be removed after plating via chemical etching [52], the required etch

changes with each photopolymer, of which there are many. Since Objet photopolymers used in

the direct 3DP process are not well characterized, chemically etching was not an option and was

therefore eliminated from consideration, being outside the scope of this work.

3.2.2. Additive Manufacturing

The solutions for the additive manufacturing sub function are limited to polymer based

processes. The reasons for excluding metal based AM systems are included in Section 1.2,

including powder cleaning complications in indirect 3DP, complexity of manual post

processing in DMLS and SLM, the cost of most metal AM processes, etc.

Stereolithography (SL) is described in Section 3.1. SL parts are made of photopolymers. The SL

process requires extensive support structures be built for complex geometries that must be

manually removed after fabrication. While these parts can be extremely high resolution, their

complexity is limited by their required manual post processing. The thermal properties of
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photopolymers also make burnout difficult (Section 3.2.1). These two factors removed SL from

consideration.

Direct inkjet 3D printing (3DP), with the PolyJet™ process developed by Objet Ltd., uses an

inkjet to deposit a liquid photopolymer directly onto a build tray which is then cured with UV

lights. Because the material is deposited (as opposed to being already present in the form of a

powder bed), direct inkjet 3DP (like FDM) requires the use of support material that must be

removed from the model afterward. While 3DP (like SL) can produce extremely high resolution

parts, as the complexity of the model increases, so does the difficultly of support material

removal. There is not yet a water soluble photopolymer, so parts must be cleaned using a high

pressure waterjet and frequently a good deal of manual labor. This limits part complexity

because weaker pieces of the model may break during cleaning.

Since complex cellular parts have been successfully cleaned in the past, burnout testing was

performed to determine if the photopolymer could be burned out of a metal plate. Preliminary

tests (described in Appendix A) showed that photopolymers violently expand when heated. To

test whether this could rupture a metal plate, burnout was tested on a basic part with the results

shown in Figure 3 10.

The test showed that the photopolymer ruptured the copper plate, even with a 750 m thick

plate present. The rupturing occurred along all but three out of 12 struts. The poor thermal

performance of the photopolymer removed direct inkjet 3DP (and SL) from consideration.
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Figure 3 10. Burnout test of basic 3DP photopolymer part (with 20mm dimensions)
after (a) copper electroplating, (b) burnout, (c) cleaning showing plate rupture.

Fused deposition modeling (FDM) is described in Section 2.1 and depicted in Figure 2 2. FDM

typically uses ABS plastic as the build material. ABS is the most commonly electroplated and

electrolessly plated type of polymer in industry because of the simplicity of etching before ENP

[16]. As a thermoplastic, ABS provides the benefit of being able to melt during a potential

burnout process. Unfortunately, the FDM process provides clear delineations between layers

due to relatively large layer thicknesses (on the order of 254 m), showing a “stair stepping”

effect on curves and angles. This effect precludes the use of the FDM process in the creation of

complex geometries because angles and curves are a requirement for design freedom. As such,

use of the FDM process was removed from consideration.

Selective laser sintering (SLS) is described with other powder bed fusion processes in Section

1.2.1 and portrayed in Figure 1 2. SLS most commonly produces parts from DuraForm™ PA

(polyamide) powder, also known as Nylon 12. As a thermoplastic, polyamide is also a good

candidate for a polymer burnout processes. Unfortunately, polyamide is rarely used for plating

processes because it is hygroscopic, leading to potential warping when absorbing moisture

during plating, so plating on nylon is not well researched. As such, testing was performed to

(a) (b) (c)
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ensure that SLS parts could successfully be plated and burned out (as described in Appendix B

and Appendix A, respectively), which showed that electroplating was possible with conductive

paint and that the nylon melts at the expected temperature. An SLS part was then further tested

for burnout after plating. The successful burnout results are shown in Figure 3 11.

Figure 3 11. Burnout test of basic SLS DuraForm™ PA part (with 20mm
dimensions) after (a) copper electroplating, (b) burnout, (c) cleaning.

Both experiments yielded positive results, showing that plating on nylon is possible and that

burnout can be completed without rupturing the plate, so SLS was chosen as the solution for

the additive manufacturing sub function.

3.2.3. Metal Coating & Conductivizing

The metal coating sub function solutions are discussed in Section 2.2. While vacuum

metallization, metal spraying, and cathode sputtering may all be able to provide a metal coat on

plastic parts, they each have several limitations. The most important limitation of each of these

is their geometric dependency, after which is the cost. While the capital costs of purchasing such

equipment are far outside the budget of this research, it is possible to have these processes

outsourced. Unfortunately, due to the high complexity of the parts, metal coating companies do

not guarantee any adequate level of quality for such work. The high cost of this outsourcing

(a) (b) (c)
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also would not allow design and prototyping iterations during the work, making them even

less feasible. Because of these limitations, this research limited its scope to the use of metal

plating processes, both electroplating with copper (requiring a separate conductivizing stage)

and electroless nickel plating (ENP).

3.2.4. Summary of Project Scope

From the discussion in the previous sections, the scope of the project was further limited from

the morphological chart shown in Figure 3 1. An updated morphological chart (where

incompatible solutions are greyed out) is shown in Figure 3 12.

Figure 3 12. Updated morphological chart for process generation indicating which solutions are not
feasible.

Figure 3 13 shows the morphological chart with the tested solution combinations. The red and

green processes (electroplating) are discussed in Chapter 4, while the blue process (electroless

plating) is discussed in Chapter 5.
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Figure 3 13. Morphological chart with tested solution combinations.
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4. ELECTROPLATINGMETHODS&RESULTS

This chapter discusses the selection of a conductivizing technique and copper electroplating

methods by testing the morphological combinations shown in Figure 4 1.

Figure 4 1. Morphological combinations tested to select a conductivizing and electroplating procedure.

The red line indicates testing done to determine the applicability of a silver nitrate to silver

sulfide conductivizing technique. The green line refers to testing using Silvaspray™ conductive

paint. All tests used parts fabricated with SLS. Additionally, this chapter characterizes the

quality of using the electroplating process for complex AM parts.

4.1. Conductivizing Solution Selection

Silvaspray™ is a low viscosity, silver based conductive paint that is sold through Caswell, Inc.

at over $40/fl.oz. The costs associated with using ENP for conductivizing are even more

expensive, requiring several hundred dollars to plate only a few high surface area parts (as the

complex parts investigated in this work are) as well as higher labor costs due to a much more

complex process. Due to the high cost of both Silvaspray™ conductive paint and ENP, an
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inexpensive conductivizing method was also investigated in which silver nitrate is converted to

conductive silver sulfide. In this chapter, both silver nitrate to silver sulfide conversion and

Silvaspray™ are tested.

4.1.1. Silver Nitrate to Silver Sulfide Conversion

The part to be plated is dipped in a solution of 0.25oz (by weight) silver nitrate (AgNO3), 5fl.oz.

isopropyl alcohol (rubbing alcohol), and 5fl.oz. distilled water (DW). It is then hung over the

fumes created in the reaction of 1fl.oz. of battery acid into 2fl.oz. of Caswell bronzer solution.

The fumes immediately turn the surface of the part black as they convert the silver nitrate

(AgNO3) to silver sulfide (Ag2S), which is conductive.

Autodesk Inventor was used to create a basic cellular structure (Figure 4 2) for testing that can

be scaled to alter the complexity of the part. The part consists of eight unit cells (2x2x2) in which

square struts connect each corner to every other corner within that cell. A hanger is included to

provide a connection point for a cathode wire during electroplating.

Figure 4 2. Basic scalable cellular
structure made from eight unit cells.
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The design shown in Figure 4 2 was subsequently fabricated on the DTM Sinterstation 2000

from DuraForm™ PA with 40mm overall dimensions and 2mm square struts. Two tests were

performed with this geometry using the silver nitrate to silver sulfide conversion technique

with the settings shown in Table 4 1.

Table 4 1. Part and bath parameters for (1) two sided anode placement ~12.7mm (0.5”)
from part and (2) four sided anode placement 50.8mm (2”) from part.

The first test (at a relatively low current/surface area) did not penetrate fully into the part,

showing a copper plate that slowly grew outward from the cathode wire connection at the top

of the part. The results are shown in Figure 4 3.

Figure 4 3. Cellular cube (40mm in each dimension) after (a) silver sulfide conductivizing, (b)
after 20 minutes of plating, (c) after 3.5 hours of plating, and (d) after 6.5 hours of plating.

Since the plate did not penetrate to the center of the part, another test was conducted after

receiving input from Caswell, Inc. The anode configuration was changed to be on four sides

rather than two and the distance from the anode to the part was increased from 12.7 to 50.8mm

Test
Part Bounding
Dimensions

(mm)

Strut
Shape

Strut
Size
(mm)

Surface
Area
(in2)

Current/Surface
Area (A/in2)

Current
(A)

Duration
(hr)

1 40 Square 2 35.8 0.049 1.75 6.5
2 40 Square 2 35.8 0.126 4.5 16

(a) (b) (c) (d)
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(0.5 to 2”). Additionally, the current was increased. The results of the second test are shown in

Figure 4 4.

Figure 4 4. Cellular cube (40mm in each dimension) (a) after silver sulfide conductivizing and 30
seconds of plating, (b) after 20 minutes of plating [shown in the bath], (c) after 20 minutes of plating

[shown out of the bath], and (d) after 16 hours of plating.

The recommended changes provided even worse results than the first test. The unplated

internal features were more numerous and the surface finish was considerably less even,

particularly on the corners of the part (which is to be expected at higher currents).

These tests showed that the silver nitrate to sulfate conductivizing technique does not provide a

consistent conductive layer on the part. With a consistent layer, the entire surface of the part

should be held at a constant voltage and should all begin plating simultaneously. These parts

showed a plate that instead slowly grew outward from the cathode wire (as is visible in Figure

4 3b and Figure 4 4c), indicating that gaps in the conductive layer were present. Those figures

also show the large crystal like growth at the cathode wire attachment, which is present because

the full force of the current was directed exclusively at the small exposed section of the wire at

the beginning of the plate rather than across the entire surface of the part, which is also a result

of the poor conductive layer. The results of these test eliminated silver nitrate to silver sulfide

conversion as a potential solution for the conductivizing sub function.

(a) (b) (c) (d)
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4.1.2. Silvaspray™ Conductive Silver Paint

Two similar tests were performed using Silvaspray™ conductive silver paint. The porous SLS

parts were first infiltrated with paraffin wax for two reasons: to ensure that the surface of the

part has an even conductive layer (rather than having the paint partially infiltrate the part and

potentially reduce conductive consistency) and to save paint by reducing the absorption into

the part. The former concern was suspected to be a problem during the preliminary

electroplating testing in Appendix B. The wax also ensured that any additional powder that

wasn’t successfully removed during post processing from the SLS process was fully adhered to

the part, reducing the potential for particulate to enter the paint. The part and plating

parameters of the tests are shown in Table 4 2.

Table 4 2. Part and bath parameters with four sided anode configuration.

The plating parameters were selected to test best and worst case scenarios for obtaining thick

coats, the first test providing high current and high time (best case) and the second low current

and low time (worst case). The results of the two tests are shown in Figure 4 5.

Using similar bath conditions (and identical parts) to the silver nitrate to silver sulfide

conversion tests, the Silvaspray™ conductivized parts plated all the way to the interior of the

part (though some of the acute corners in the interior did not plate well, as is generally expected

in electroplating processes [29]). The differing current between runs did not appear to provide

Test
Part Bounding
Dimensions

(mm)

Strut
Shape

Strut
Size
(mm)

Surface
Area
(in2)

Current/Surface
Area (A/in2)

Current
(A)

Duration
(hr)

1 40 Square 2 35.8 0.135 4.85 9
2 40 Square 2 35.8 0.077 2.75 5
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noticeable improvement in the penetration of the plate into the part, with both providing only a

very thin layer in the interior features (though this was not confirmed with cross section

inspection). The longer duration part showed significantly thicker copper deposition

(particularly on the exterior of the part), as expected.

Figure 4 5. Cellular cube (40mm in each dimension) for test 1 after
(a) Silvaspray™, (b) 30min, (c) 9hr, and for test 2 after (d)

Silvaspray™, (e) 3h30m, and (f) 5hr.

Because Silvaspray™ successfully provided a complete and consistent conductive coat for the

SLS part, it was selected as the conductivizing solution when electroplating parts (where

conductivizing is required). While it is another potential solution, ENP was not tested with

electroplating because the Silvaspray™ provided a complete coat and is considerably less

expensive and labor intensive.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)
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4.2. Procedure

This section details the tested procedure for plating complex SLS parts. A detailed procedure is

included in Appendix C. The procedure followed is shown in Table 4 3.

Table 4 3. Procedure followed when using electroplating as the metal coating solution.

The part is fabricated using SLS, then is thoroughly cleaned. It is then infiltrated with wax to

smooth the surface and reduce absorption of Silvaspray™. The part is then conductivized by

submersion in Silvaspray™ conductive paint, then electroplated at 0.22A per square inch of part

surface area to obtain about 6.2 m of coat thickness per hour. Finally, the part undergoes a flash

burnout procedure to remove the polyamide substrate, rapidly heating to 750°C, maintaining

for 15 minutes, and then cooling.

4.3. Process Characterization and Results

In order to characterize the abilities of the electroplating process to provide thick, even coats

onto polyamide parts, another parametric part was designed to provide a simple means of

Stage Process Equipment Used
Fabricate Part (SLS) DTM Sinterstation 2000 & 2500plus
Clean with Compressed Air 100psi Pump with 2mm Nozzle
Clean with Waterjet Balco UK Powerblast 20 120 Bar High Pressure Water Cleaner
Dry at 80°C for 2hr ZW4 Automated Waxer
(Optional) Acetone Degrease for 15min
(Optional) Dry at 80°C for 2hr ZW4 Automated Waxer
Infiltrate with Wax ZW4 Automated Waxer
Bake at 80°C for 30min ZW4 Automated Waxer
Cool at Room Temp for 1hr
Submerge in Silvaspray™ for 3 5 seconds Silvaspray™ Conductive Silver Paint from Caswell, Inc.
Hang Dry for 5min
Submerge in Silvaspray™ for 3 5 seconds Silvaspray™ Conductive Silver Paint from Caswell, Inc.
Hang Dry for at least 30min
Purify EP Solution for 1hr at 1A Bright Acid Copper Electroplating Kit from Caswell, Inc.
Electroplate Part at 0.22A/in2 for 6.2 m/hr Bright Acid Copper Electroplating Kit from Caswell, Inc.
Rinse Part Tap Water (only after plating is complete)
Cut Polymer Exit Holes
Flash Burnout Part at 750°C for 15min Custom built Gas Fire Kiln for Flash Dewaxing

Conductivizing

Metal Coating

Burnout

Additive
Manufacturing

&
Cleaning
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varying the complexity and density of the part while still allowing comparison between

different parts. The designed parts are shown in Figure 4 6.

Figure 4 6. Parametric parts designed for plating analysis with 48mm bounding dimensions and
filleted pores with diameters ranging from 10mm to 1mm (as indicated).

The parts have the same overall dimensions and have no corners, being entirely filleted (except

the 1mm pore part, which could not be filleted due to limited processing power). The fillets are

all one quarter of the pore diameter for each part (d/4). The center of each pore is located 3d/2

from the center of the next pore, providing strut widths of d/2 for each vertical and horizontal

strut at the smallest point of the strut.

The parts were all fabricated (six of each design) during a single build of the DTM Sinterstation

2500plus out of DuraForm™ PA, as shown in Figure 4 7.

10mm 9mm 8mm 7mm 6mm

5mm 4mm 3mm 2mm 1mm
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Figure 4 7. Fabricated SLS parametric parts for plating analysis.

Evaluation began in the middle of the fabricated range with the 5mm pore part. After the

electroplate was found to not penetrate fully into the part, the complexity was reduced by

testing the 7mm part, then the 10mm part. The tests conducted are summarized in Table 4 4.

Table 4 4. Summary of electroplating characterization testing parameters.

These tests allow for basic characterization of how three parameters affect the electroplating

process. Tests 1 and 2 show the effect of current, tests 4 and 5 show the effect of plating

duration, and tests 2, 3, and 4 show the effect of geometric complexity.

C
ur
re
nt

D
ur
at
io
n

G
eo
m
et
ry

1 5 2.5 62.4 0.151 9.4 13
2 5 2.5 62.4 0.213 13.3 2
3 7 3.5 44.9 0.214 9.6 2
4 10 5 36.9 0.214 7.9 2
5 10 5 36.9 0.214 7.9 17

Duration
(hr)

Investigates

Test
Pore

Diameter
(mm)

Min.
Strut Size
(mm)

Surface
Area
(in2)

Current/Surface
Area (A/in2)

Current
(A)
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The parts were all plated with the same four sided anode configuration. Each anode was

located 50.8mm (2”) from the exterior face of the part, as shown in Figure 4 8.

Figure 4 8. Anode configuration for
electroplating testing.

To analyze the change in plate thickness, each part was bisected and mounted in epoxy, then

inspected with a digital microscope. The bisected samples are shown in Figure 4 9.

Figure 4 9. Cross section of each test (with the test numbers indicated).

The thicknesses were measured by referencing similar struts on each part. The four corner struts

were measured at each level from the exterior of the part to the interior of the part, as shown in

Figure 4 10. The inconsistency in plating thickness is also visible in Figure 4 10.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
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Figure 4 10. (a) Cross section of the 10mm pore part used in test 5 showing strut numbering and (b)
close up of strut 3 showing how interior and exterior thicknesses were measured.

The thickness measurement for each strut is an average of the exterior (ext) and interior (int)

thicknesses perpendicular to a 45° angle. The average of the strut thicknesses for each level of

struts was used as the overall average for that level. The thickness measurements are shown in

Table 4 5, which also shows the inconsistency in plate thickness, even within the same strut

level.

As expected from prior literature [29], the change in plate thickness between tests 1 and 2

showed that higher currents increase the penetration of the plate to the internal features of the

part (also known as the bath’s throwing power). Test 1 (at a lower current) showed a 5% steeper

gradient in plate thickness than did test 2. As is seen in Figure 4 9 (from the visible grey

Silvaspray™ layer in the center), the electroplate did not penetrate to the interior struts of the

part, even with a high current to surface area ratio of 0.214A/in2. While a higher current would

provide better penetration, the surface finish would become unsatisfactorily uneven.

(a) (b)
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Table 4 5. Measured thickness values for the five electroplating tests.

Comparing the difference in plate characteristics between tests 4 and 5 showed that, as

expected, the plate increases in thickness as the plating duration is increased. At high currents,

the circuit plates at a rate of about 6.2 m per hour on average on the exterior features and

0.48 m per hour on average on features 15mm inward in the part with 10mm entry pores. This

92% reduction in plating rate is a major indicator of the limitations of the electroplating process.

Even on 10mm pore parts, the plate still did not fully penetrate to the interior of the part,

leaving the inner facing walls of the interior struts without any plating. The fact that even

Test #

Factor

Strut # Ext ( m) Int ( m) Ext ( m) Int ( m) Ext ( m) Int ( m) Ext ( m) Int ( m) Ext ( m) Int ( m)

1 197 50 75 23 44 25 54 20 225 53

2 190 54 48 38 28 16 32 22 153 66

3 158 42 68 22 38 11 31 19 150 68

4 170 64 65 22 34 14 30 30 187 78

Lv 1 Avg

5 30 26 14 9 13 4 8 6 17 6

6 30 24 15 9 9 7 11 7 28 11

7 25 18 14 11 12 2 14 6 20 12

8 25 19 13 6 6 2 11 6 22 11

Lv 2 Avg

9 0 0 0 0 0 0

10 0 0 0 0 0 0

11 0 0 0 0 0 0

12 0 0 0 0 0 0

Lv 3 Avg

13 0 0 0 0

14 0 0 0 0

15 0 0 0 0

16 0 0 0 0

Lv 4 Avg

DurationDura. / Geom.GeometryCurr. / Geom.Current

0 0

116 45 26

1125

00 0

30 123

1697

1 (5mm pores) 2 (5mm pores) 3 (7mm pores) 4 (10mm pores) 5 (10mm pores)
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simple parts like the 10mm pore could not successfully plate throughout (even at high currents)

shows that electroplating is too geometrically dependent to be usable for this work.

Finally, the geometric dependency was characterized by comparing the results of tests 2, 3, and

4, which all shared the same high current to surface area ratio and low plating duration. The

plate thicknesses were observed at different struts moving from the exterior to the interior of

the part to provide the reduction in plate thickness per millimeter penetrated into the part (past

the first struts) as a function of the pore diameter. This relationship is shown in Figure 4 11.

Figure 4 11. Relationship of the reduction in plate thickness per millimeter
penetrated into the part as a function of the part pore diameter.

As the pore diameter increases (reducing the part complexity), the plate has less difficulty

penetrating into the part. The trend shown in Figure 4 11 loosely suggests that the reduction in

plate thickness moving into the part can only improve to a limited extent, bottoming out near

the 10mm pore part’s limitation around 1.3 m per mm of penetration into the part.

Additionally, as was expected, the trend suggests that the difficulty of penetrating into the part
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increases significantly as the pore diameter decreases, confirming that it is more difficult to

plate a denser part.

The results of the electroplating testing show that part complexity is a severely limiting factor.

The abilities of the electroplating process would not be able to adequately plate many

traditionally manufactured geometries, let alone the complex geometries allowed with AM

systems that are the driving force of this work. In order to better understand the limitations of

the electroplating process, advanced modeling would be necessary to investigate the effects of

the magnetic forces in the circuit on ion movement as well as current distributions within the

agitated copper sulfate solution.

The pore diameter geometries provide a “worst case scenario” for part complexity as far as

electroplating goes. In industry, struts are used to block the flow of ions to features that should

not be plated. The pore diameter geometries are designed exclusively of such blocking struts.

Conversely, the square truss geometries investigated when testing Silvaspray™ in Section 4.1.2

appeared to plate all the way to the interior of the part (although the acute internal corners

plated intermittently). Because of this, the high current, high duration square truss part (Figure

4 5c) was tested for burnout to complete the hybrid manufacturing procedure.

The part underwent a flash burnout procedure at the suggestion of Dr. Carlos Suchicital at

Virginia Tech’s Kroehling Advanced Materials Foundry. Polymers expand when they are

heated, which can cause a great deal of internal pressure in the metal plate. Using a flash

burnout process, the part is heated well above the temperature at which most of the mass is

degraded in a very short period, essentially shocking the material into degradation before it is
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allowed to expand significantly. A custom built gas fired kiln was used for this procedure. The

part was placed in the furnace, which ramped from room temperature up to 750°C (180°C

greater than the temperature at which 96% of the polyamide should degrade [56]) in about five

minutes. The part was left at this temperature for 15 minutes, then allowed to cool for about 20

minutes before opening the furnace. The part is shown before and after burnout in Figure 4 12.

Figure 4 12. Square truss copper electroplated part before
(left) and after (right) flash burnout.

The black layer is copper oxide that occurs due to a reaction between copper and air that is

accelerated at high temperatures. In order to avoid this, the copper would need to be burned

out in an inert atmosphere (e.g., Argon). The oxidation reduces the thickness of the copper coat.

While this may be acceptable on exterior features with a thick plate, the internal features have a

very thin plate that completely oxidized. The brittleness of the oxide layer caused the thinly

plated sections to rupture during burnout, breaking away several of the interior struts entirely.

This result further supports the rejection of electroplating as a solution.

With electroplating eliminated as a potential solution for the desired geometries, the more

expensive electroless nickel plating process was subsequently investigated.
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5. ELECTROLESS PLATINGMETHODS&RESULTS

This chapter discusses the investigation of an electroless nickel plating (ENP) method by testing

the morphological combination shown in Figure 5 1.

Figure 5 1. Morphological combination tested to investigate the use of ENP.

ENP is most commonly used as a conductivizing method for plastics before thicker coats are

applied through electroplating. It is also used to provide very thin coats (on the order of 10

20 m) on the surface of plastics for aesthetic purposes [57]. While ENP can produce thick coats,

it is rarely done due to the high cost of chemicals and labor.

After the electroplating process yielded unsatisfactory results due to the geometric complexity

of the parts, ENP was tested because it is the only metal coating process that is independent of

geometry. There are plating kits available that will electrolessly plate onto plastics (with the

proper pretreatment) and others that will only plate on other metals. The latter tend to be less

expensive, making them a more sensible choice for electrolessly plating thick coats, but they

require the use of plastic plating kits as a preliminary step. Preliminary testing (shown in
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Appendix D) was done to establish a working process for producing the initial nickel layer on

the part, including the use of a pretreatment etching stage for the polyamide parts.

This chapter describes the procedure used to successfully develop complex, hollow, metal

geometries using two phases of ENP and a flash burnout procedure. The plating thickness over

time is plotted, basic compression testing is completed on a finished part, and a cross section of

a part is analyzed to show the consistency of and help characterize the resultant plate.

5.1. Procedure

This section details the tested procedure for electrolessly plating complex SLS parts. A detailed

procedure is included in Appendix E. The procedure followed is shown in Table 5 1.

Table 5 1. Procedure followed when using ENP as the metal coating solution.

This procedure includes identical AM and cleaning steps to the electroplating process in Section

4.2. The metal coating procedure requires a pretreatment etching solution and two separate

Stage Process Equipment Used
Fabricate Part (SLS) DTM Sinterstation 2000 & 2500plus
Clean with Compressed Air 100psi Pump with 2mm Nozzle
Clean with Waterjet Balco UK Powerblast 20 120 Bar High Pressure Water Cleaner
Dry at 80°C for 2hr ZW4 Automated Waxer
(Optional) Acetone Degrease for 15min
(Optional) Dry at 80°C for 2hr ZW4 Automated Waxer
NaOH Solution at 93°C for 8min 20 wt% NaOH, 80 wt% Distilled Water (DW)
Rinse Thoroughly with Distilled Water
RTM Solution A for 30min RTM for Plastics Kit from Transene, Inc.
Rinse Thoroughly with Distilled Water
RTM Solution B for 4min RTM for Plastics Kit from Transene, Inc.
RTM Solution C for 4min RTM for Plastics Kit from Transene, Inc.
Rinse Carefully with DW for < 30sec
RTM Solution D (ENP) at 45°C for 1hr RTM for Plastics Kit from Transene, Inc.
Rinse Thoroughly with Distilled Water
ENP at 195°F for Desired Time Electroless Nickel Plating Kit from Caswell, Inc.
Replenish ENP Solution as Needed Electroless Nickel Plating Kit from Caswell, Inc.
Rinse Part Tap Water (only after plating is complete)
Cut Polymer Exit Holes
Flash Burnout Part at 750°C for 15min Custom built Gas Fired Kiln for Flash Dewaxing

Additive
Manufacturing

&
Cleaning

Metal Coating

Burnout
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ENP processes. A sodium hydroxide (NaOH) solution is used as a pretreatment etch for the

polyamide [58] as it is an inexpensive, effective solution. A base coat of nickel is provided by a

room temperature metallization (RTM) kit for plating on plastics. The main coat is provided by

an ENP solution designed to plate on other metals that must be periodically replenished to

continue plating. Finally, the part undergoes a flash burnout procedure to remove the

polyamide substrate, rapidly heating to 750°C, maintaining for 15 minutes, and then cooling.

5.2. Plating Characterization

To evaluate the ENP process, tests were conducted on a 3mm pore diameter part, shown in

Figure 5 2.

Figure 5 2. 3mm pore diameter part with
48mm bounding dimensions used for

ENP testing and evaluation.

The full size (48mm cubed) part was put through a sodium hydroxide (lye) etch then provided

with an initial nickel base coating with the RTM ENP process (see Appendix D) with 1 hour in

the ENP solution. The RTM ENP solution produced large bubbles (on the order of about 3mm

in diameter) that had a tendency to become trapped in the interior of the part, requiring
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agitation to continue plating. This process deposited a nickel plate between 5 and 10 m thick.

The part was then bisected, which confirmed that there was consistent plating throughout. The

part was divided further to reduce the surface area because the consumption (and therefore

cost) of ENP chemicals increases proportionally to the surface area of the part to be plated. The

part that underwent the full ENP process was 21mm x 22.5mm x 25.5mm.

The progress of the plate over time was evaluated by analyzing images taken at specific times,

providing a coarse estimate of the plating rate in the ENP bath. Examples of these images are

shown in Figure 5 3.

Figure 5 3. 3mm pore diameter part section during main ENP coating at (a) 0h50m, (b) 6h50m,
(c) 11h50m, and (d) 15h10m.

The resultant low resolution analysis of plating thickness over time is shown in Figure 5 4.

After 24 hours of constant plating, the part had developed a plate thickness of about 800 m.

The part plated at a rate of about 39 m per hour in the bath when linearly approximated (R2

value of 0.9415). While the rate of plating is relatively linear over short ranges, for thick

coatings, the surface area changes significantly enough that the rate of plate grown decreases

slightly over time (explaining the discrepancy between the plate thickness after 24 hours and

the plating rate during the first 15 hours of plating). This plating rate is dependent upon the

(a) (b) (c) (d)
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plating duration, the surface area of the part, and the volume of the ENP bath. The chemical

proportions of the bath are determined by the surface area of the part, so while the plating rate

would normally be constant no matter the surface area of the part, a significant surface area

change during plating will slow the reaction. The degradation of the bath over time can have a

similar effect. Larger volume baths allow the part to plate faster. To plate 800 m of nickel onto a

part with a surface area of 11.6in2 (like the part plated in this work), a 2 gallon ENP bath was

used for 24 hours, replenishing the bath every 100 minutes. The total chemical cost for this plate

was over $160.

Figure 5 4. Growth in ENP thickness over time for the first 15 hours.

After plating, the part was bisected, with one half being used to display the cross section to

ensure that plating occurred evenly throughout the part, shown in Figure 5 5. The cross section

was ground with increasing fineness from 240 grit to 1500 grit and inspected under a stereo

microscope with oblique illumination.
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Figure 5 5. ENP cross section and a micrograph of a single strut in the interior of the part prior to
burnout.

There are some macro defects visible in the plate (e.g., missing plating on the bottom at the

third strut) and are due to the bisection with a band saw before the epoxy was embedded,

causing the nickel plate to break. The minimum and maximum plate thicknesses measured

were 760 m and 820 m. The part plated consistently throughout, providing no evidence of a

trend in plate thickness dependent upon the part geometry.

When observed at a higher zoom under a different optical microscope, the plate shows a

layering effect, visible in Figure 5 6.

The straight lined crisscrossed pattern is due to the grinding process. Five layers (labeled) are

readily visible, though more may become visible with a finer polishing procedure. It is believed

that these layers are caused by the ENP replenishment process. Extrapolating the width of the

layers to include the range in which they are not visible in Figure 5 6 (moving from layer one to

the nylon strut in the top right) provides a count of about 10 layers, the same as the number of

replenishments during the plating process.
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Figure 5 6. Polarized micrograph of a cross section of the nickel plate showing
plate layering with a SLS strut (black, top right) and an epoxy filled pore

(black, bottom left).

The uniformity between the layers shown indicates the consistency of the ENP process. The

visible curvature is believed to be caused by an expected propagation of the surface roughness

of the SLS part, leading to a part surface covered in small smooth nodules. This is better seen

when closely viewing the surface of the part, shown in Figure 5 7.

Also present are irregularly located holes in the plate, seen as black circles on the nickel surface

on the left side of Figure 5 7. These holes do not penetrate through the entire plate and are

believed to be caused by the collection of gas bubbles formed during the ENP reaction, keeping

the solution from reaching specific locations on the plate. This problem could likely be solved

with ultrasonic agitation of the bath, although agitation was not recommended by Caswell.
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Figure 5 7. Micrograph of the surface finish of an ENP SLS part.

The second half of the bisected part moved to the burnout phase of the process. The burnout

was performed exactly as described in Section 4.3 (occurring simultaneously to the copper part)

with a flash burnout cycle in a gas fired kiln that heated from room temperature to 750°C in

about 5 minutes, and then maintained temperature for 15 minutes. The furnace was then

allowed to cool for about 20 minutes before being opened. The resultant complex, hollow, metal

geometry is shown in Figure 5 8.

The breaks in the plate toward the top of the part are due to the bisecting process and were

present before burnout began. With a nickel plate thickness of about 800 m, the apparent

density of this geometry is 3.16g/cm3 (less than half that of nickel at 8.9g/cm3), meaning that this

structure is about 65 vol% air and 35 vol% nickel.
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Figure 5 8. Successful complex, hollow,
metal geometry made with SLS, ENP and

flash burnout (27mm wide).

After burnout, the plate was inspected under a microscope to see if changes occurred. A

micrograph of the resulting burned out plate is shown in Figure 5 9.

Figure 5 9. Micrograph showing surface cracks in burned out ENP part.
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Some surface cracking is highlighted that was caused by the burnout procedure (since it was

not present in the cross section inspected before burnout). It is not clear whether this cracking

fully penetrates the nickel plate.

The interior surface of the plate is a negative of the original surface of the SLS part, meaning it

retains any associated surface roughness. This roughness is shown in Figure 5 10.

Figure 5 10. Micrograph showing the roughness of the internal
surface of the burned out part.

This roughness may be a hindrance (when the goal is uniform laminar flow) or potentially

beneficial (when the goal is chaotic turbulent flow) to fluid flow applications.
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5.3. Mechanical Characteristics

This part was then bisected and one half was used for compression testing to provide an

approximation of the mechanical strength of this class of geometry. The results of the

compression test are shown in Figure 5 11.

Figure 5 11. Results of the compression of a 178mm2 cross section sample of the nickel geometry with
800 m wall thickness, reaching a maximum pressure of 25MPa.

For the tested sample, the modulus of elasticity for compression of this sample was between

0.60 and 0.68GPa. Compared to the sample’s density of 3.16g/cm3, the sample exhibited a

compressive strength to weight ratio of 0.2*106 m2/s2 (compare to bulk nylon and nickel at

2.6*106 and 22.45*106, respectively). The low strength to weight ratio is likely caused by fact that

this geometry was not designed to produce high compressive strength, merely to test the

capabilities of the designed hybrid manufacturing process. The sample could withstand a

maximum pressure of 25MPa. The brittle nickel coat gradually crumbled between 0.8 and

1.2mm of deflection, then fractured and catastrophically failed around 1.25mm of deflection.

The failed part is shown in Figure 5 12.
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Figure 5 12. Micrographs of (a) compressed part after failure, with fractured side on
the right, (b) view of the compressed side, and (c) zoomed view of the indicated

(white box) area highlighting fracture across plate layers.

Figure 5 12c highlights that some fracturing did occur along the plating layer lines (portrayed in

Figure 5 6), which may indicate that the interface between layers is weaker than solid nickel.

The entire manufacturing cycle was completed, producing a complex nickel part. The

developed process is independent of the geometry of the initial AM part. This successful test

showed that electroless plating is a viable option for creating complex, hollow, metal

geometries.

(a) (b)

(c)
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6. CONCLUSIONS

6.1. Summary and Synthesis

The goal of this work was to create a process capable of producing complex, hollow, metal

geometries that are not possible with traditional techniques.

Chapter 1 introduced the use of additive manufacturing (AM) as a fabrication technique for

creating complex geometries that are impossible with traditional manufacturing methods. It

provided a motivational example of a complex heat exchanger requiring metal geometries with

thin walls and hollow channels, which introduced the underlying crux of the work: creating

complex, hollow, metal geometries. Additionally, Chapter 1 provided an overview of current

AM technologies able to produce metal parts and identified why they are not appropriate for

this work (e.g., powder bed fusion processes are too difficult to clean for narrow channels,

indirect metal parts are too weak before post processing to support complex narrow features,

technologies lack the resolution for thin walls on the order of 50 100 m, etc.). It also provided

an explanation of the research gap, showing that current processes do not allow for the

production of the desired geometries. Lastly, the chapter introduced the concept of using a

hybrid approach to the problem, combining AM technologies with metal coating technologies

to produce the desired geometries, which is reiterated in Figure 6 1.
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Figure 6 1. Diagram of the generalized proposed process by sub function for producing complex,
hollow, metal geometries.

Chapter 2 introduced the morphological chart in Figure 2 1 used to scope the project. The

chapter used the chart as a guide to review several metal coating technologies, including

vacuum metallization, metal spraying, cathode sputtering, electroplating, and electroless

plating, providing the positives and negatives of each technology for this application, with a

tabulated summary provided in Figure 2 8. Discussion of conductivizing was included with the

review of electroplating. Electroless plating was selected as a technique to examine because it is

the only technology that is independent of the geometry of the part, providing an even coating

regardless of the complexity of the part. Electroplating was also selected because it is

inexpensive and readily available on a small scale. The remaining metal coating technologies

were dismissed because, in addition to their high cost, they provide uneven coatings dependent

upon the geometric complexity of the part to be coated. This chapter also described methods for

substrate removal.

Chapter 3 began the process of narrowing the scope of this work with a review of similar hybrid

manufacturing approaches that combine AM with metal plating. While some researchers have

tested metal plating onto AM substrates (for strength improvements, rapid tooling, inexpensive
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EDM electrode creation, etc.), most have not worked to remove the polymer substrate. Those

who have tended to do so for basic geometries using mechanical separation. The most similar

work to this research (creating metallic microlattices with ENP) was limited to a very specific

AM inspired geometry that allowed no design freedom.

This chapter also included preliminary testing and analysis to eliminate the least applicable

solutions for each of the four process sub functions (additive manufacturing, conductivizing,

metal coating, and substrate removal), presented as a morphological chart. Substrate removal

was limited to thermal burnout (good for thermoplastics) because chemical etching requires

substantial knowledge of the material properties for photopolymers, which are not available for

3DP photopolymers, and mechanical separation requires very basic geometries. The AM sub

function was narrowed down to SLS because FDM does not provide high enough resolution on

angled features and SL and 3DP require difficult support material removal and produce

difficult to burnout photopolymer parts. The chapter concluded with an updated morphological

chart reflecting the narrowed project scope and the experiments to be conducted, shown in

Figure 6 2.

Chapter 4 investigated the use of copper electroplating as the metal coating technique. Through

experimentation, Silvaspray™ was selected as the best conductivizing solution because it

providing the least expensive successful conductive layer. ENP is considerably more expensive

and silver nitrate to silver sulfide conversion could not provide a good quality conductive layer,

which is shown in Section 4.1.1. A procedure was presented in Section 4.2 for the entire process

of creating complex, hollow, metal geometries with electroplating. Parametrically designed
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parts were fabricated for the characterization of the plating process, helping to determine the

limitations. Several parts were electroplated and the effects of current, duration, and part

geometry were investigated.

Figure 6 2. Morphological chart showing the tested solution combinations.

Higher currents showed increased penetration into the part and a slightly less pronounced

gradient in plate thickness, but at the cost of a significantly (and unacceptably) reduced plate

surface quality. Longer plating durations increased the thickness of the plate, but did not affect

the penetration of the plate into the part. The part geometry showed the most interesting and

novel effects of the process, showing how parts with 10mm diameter pores were close to the

best geometry for high penetration into the part, yet they still suffered a large plating thickness

gradient that invalidated the use of electroplating in this work. The tests also confirmed that as

the density of the part increases (providing increasingly smaller pores), the difficulty of

penetrating into the part significantly increases. A flash burnout was also performed on a

square truss part. Occurring in air, the copper plate oxidized, causing the thinner internal plate
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to rupture during burnout, further validating the conclusion that electroplating is not a valid

option for creating complex, hollow, metal geometries.

Chapter 5 investigated the use of ENP for creating the desired geometries. A two phase ENP

process was created using one ENP kit that can plate directly onto plastics for a base coat and a

second that can plate onto nickel for a thick coat. After testing, a sodium hydroxide (lye) etching

stage was added before the base coat to provide the required surface roughness for successful

plating onto the SLS polyamide part. A complete process procedure was presented in Section

5.1. A 3mm pore diameter part underwent the entire process, confirming by cross section

inspection that ENP provides even metal coats independent of the complexity of the geometry.

Microscopy showed that layering was visible in the plate, likely due to the replenishment

process. Irregularly spaced pores were also present that did not penetrate completely through

the plate, likely caused by trapped gases from the plating reaction keeping the plating solution

from contacting certain locations on the part. A flash burnout process was used, rapidly heating

the part to well above the point at which the majority of polyamide degrades, shocking the part

into degradation before it is allowed time to significantly expand, thereby reducing the risk of

rupturing the metal plate. The resultant geometry with a layer thickness of about 800 m was

compression tested and found to have a modulus of elasticity for compression between 0.60 and

0.68 and was able to withstand pressures up to 25MPa. The part had a density of 3.16g/cm3, was

35 vol% nickel and 65 vol% air (empty space), and plated at a rate of about 39 m per hour in the

ENP bath. Microscopy showed that some surface cracking was present due to the burnout

procedure, though the potential detrimental effects were not investigated further. This
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successful test showed that ENP can be used to create complex, hollow, metal geometries and

should be investigated further in the future for improvements and to fully characterize the

limitations of the process.

6.2. Contributions

Several previous works have discussed the combination of metal plating technologies and

additive manufacturing. The majority of this research is involved in improving the mechanical

properties of the AM part. Metal plating has also been used for rapid tooling, creating EDM

electrodes, but those geometries were simple, allowing for either mechanical separation or a

simple burnout. The only work to produce complex geometries and perform a substrate

removal process was limited to very specific microlattice structures.

Conversely, this thesis provided a complete and detailed process (that is not found elsewhere)

for producing complex geometries that are not limited to microlattice truss structures. Any

geometry that can be produced with SLS can undergo this process, opening a new class of

geometries to designers. These geometries could be used for many applications, including novel

heat exchangers and custom fit high strength to weight ratio parts for structural supports or

protective shielding.

6.3. Limitations and Future Work

The developed process has some limitations qualitatively determined during experimentation.

Parts with pores smaller than 3mm may encounter difficulty during the RTM ENP process due

to the large bubbles created that can become trapped in the part. Since the part should not be
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agitated for the first few minutes of plating, the simple solution of agitation may not be

possible. This also holds true for long channels that may hold air. The use of low speed fluid

pumps may help (perhaps running with an on/off duty cycle), but further investigation must be

done to determine the associated detrimental effects to the start of plating.

The internal geometry also matches the rough surface finish of the SLS part (10 25 m [59]),

which leads to an external surface covered in smooth nodules. Both surface finishes may

complicate the use of these geometries in fluid flow applications. The use of an FDM substrate

would provide a smoother surface on a micro scale, but the higher AM layer thickness would

produce a wave like pattern on internal and external plating. This may be preferable for some

applications. Additionally, infiltrating the part with high melting point wax (higher than the

ENP bath temperature) would act to smooth the surface of an SLS part, likely reducing the

tendency for the internal geometry of the part to hold gas bubbles created during plating, and

may reduce internal stress during burnout, possibly eliminating the cracking seen in Figure 5 9.

It could also reduce the air trapped in the SLS part, reducing buoyancy during plating. The use

of a composite material (nylon and wax) could complicate the etching and RTM procedures as

they are not designed for use with waxes.

A major limiting factor in this work (as with most research) was cost. Ideally, more electroless

plating should be investigated, particularly with different metals, like copper. While nickel does

not provide the heat conductivity desired for heat exchanger applications, it has the benefit of

being a better understood electroless plating metal than do more heat conductive metals like

copper. Electroless copper solutions do exist, but they tend to be considerably more expensive
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than nickel and are not designed to produce variable coat thicknesses. Nickel is also less

expensive to burnout because it does not oxidize easily in air. Copper burnout must take place

in an inert environment (e.g., Argon) to avoid oxidation. A single burnout procedure can cost

several hundred dollars in gas, effectively doubling the total part cost. Inerting a flash burnout

procedure (as opposed to a standard furnace burnout) is possible by creating an inerted

microenvironment within the kiln by placing the part within an inerted box before burnout.

This technique was not tested in this study and should be verified.

Another factor that directly relates to the cost of the procedure is the part surface area,

involving both the complexity and overall scale. The developed process is completely scalable,

with the only limitations being the cost and the difficultly of the plating solution penetrating

into and reliably replenishing within long narrow channels. If said channels have two entrances,

then the addition of targeted fluid flow should ensure consistent plating. The cost is likely a

greater concern at around $15 per square inch of surface area for an 800 m nickel plate. Most

applications with complex structures have accordingly high surface areas. The original 3mm

pore part (at 48mm x 48mm x 48mm with a surface area of 93in2) would have cost over $1,300 in

chemicals for an 800 m thick plate. Plating cost should be carefully considered before each

experiment.

While electroplating was dismissed as an option in this work, there are higher throwing power

electroplating baths on the market, including flash copper plating or bronze plating, that can

plate internal features more reliably than standard bright acid copper electroplating, though

they are still geometrically dependent. These tend to be more expensive and are not designed
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for thick coats (greater than 50 m), but it is possible that they could be integrated into this

process. For instance, if the complexity of the desired geometry was low enough, bronze plating

could be used as a base conductive coat before the thick ENP coating process, reducing the

overall cost of part production. Unfortunately, even with higher throwing power electroplating

solutions, there would still be a significant thickness gradient from the exterior to the interior of

the part, along with uneven coatings on corners and edges, making the use of electroplating as

the main coat unreliable at best.

Perhaps the most important future work involves the integration of part design with the

process. It would be informative to collaborate with subject matter experts in fluid dynamics

and heat transfer to design a novel heat exchanger that can be compared to traditionally

manufactured designs with standard metrics. Additionally, the fabrication of well researched

geometries (e.g., an octet truss structure) would help to compare the mechanical properties of

these parts to others to better establish their value as a new class of geometry.
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APPENDIX A: PRELIMINARY BURNOUT TESTING

In lieu of a formal thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), preliminary testing was completed to

provide a basic characterization of the burnout process for both a 3D printed photopolymer

(VeroWhite™) and a laser sintered thermoplastic (DuraForm™ PA powder). Because ABS is so

well characterized, a formal TGA had already been completed by other researchers and was

therefore not performed separately [60].

A.1. 3DP VeroWhite™ Photopolymer

Four 0.25” cubes of VeroWhite™ photopolymer were 3D printed on the Objet Connex350™. A

Thermolyne 21100 Tube Furnace was used for the testing. The furnace was allowed to reach

steady state at the desired set point temperature (SPT) for each of the four cubes before the cube

was placed in the furnace. The first SPT of 400°C was arbitrarily selected below the temperature

at which ABS is 90% degraded within 10 minutes (425°C) [60], keeping in mind that the quoted

glass transition temperature for VeroWhite™ is about 53°C [61]. The subsequent SPTs were

chosen after each test in order to select the most informative temperature to ensure that the four

photopolymer cubes were as useful as possible. The results of the tests are shown in Figure A 1.

Figure A 1. Four 0.25” VeroWhite™ photopolymer cubes after preliminary burnout testing at set point
temperatures of (a) 400°C, (b) 450°C, (c) 500°C, and (d) 600°C.

The masses of the cubes before and after testing are shown in Table A 1.
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Table A 1. VeroWhite™ photopolymer mass change during testing.

At a SPT of 400°C (Run 1), the cube reduced in volume by 37% (from 285mm3 to 180mm3)

during the first five minutes in the tube, then maintained properties for the remaining 30

minutes at temperature. As a thermosetting material, photopolymers do not melt, so such a

result was anticipated. While 65% of the mass did degrade, the volume must reduce

accordingly or the photopolymer will not be able to be removed from the metal plate to produce

the desired hollow geometry. To degrade the photopolymer, a higher SPT was clearly

necessary. At 450°C (Run 2), the photopolymer performed similarly to Run 1, but then violently

expanded, presumably releasing excess gas on the interior of the part. At 500°C (Run 3), the part

expanded more violently. At 600°C (Run 4), the part burst into flames and quickly

disintegrated.

This test showed that the rapid expansion of photopolymers will likely preclude them from

being able to be removed from the metal plate thermally. Chemical etching would likely be the

only means with which photopolymers can be removed from enclosed plates without rupturing

the plate. Unfortunately, the manufacturer will not provide specific chemical information on the

photopolymer, making it difficult to select and test an adequate chemical etching method. As

such, the chemical etching solution for the substrate removal sub function (Figure 3 1) was

ruled as not viable.

Run SPT (°C) Pre burn Mass (g) Post burn Mass (g) % of Original Mass
1 400 0.315 0.110 35%
2 450 0.315 0.050 16%
3 500 0.310
4 600 0.310 0.010 3%
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A.2. SLS DuraForm™ Polyamide

A DuraForm™ PA (Nylon 12) part was tested following the results of the preliminary

photopolymer burnout testing. The part was placed in the same tube furnace with both the part

and the furnace at room temperature. The furnace temperature was then ramped up at a rate of

2°C per minute. The results of the test are shown in Figure A 2.

Figure A 2. Thermal degradation of DuraForm PA card as the temperature
was gradually increased at (a) 175°C, (b) 189°C, (c) 210°C, (d) 250°C, (e) 325°C,

(f) 400°C.

The furnace SPT was then increased to 900°C (well below copper’s melting point of 1086°C) to

ensure both that the polyamide would degrade completely and to clean to tube. The ceramic

tube and boat glowed bright orange and the polyamide completely disintegrated, leaving no

visible residue behind.

This test showed that 3D Systems’ quoted melting point of 184°C is accurate and that the

polyamide melts, gradually lowering in viscosity (as seen by the expansion of the melted pool),

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)
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until it begins to bubble and expand (presumably releasing pockets of burned off gases from

within the melted pool) before degrading completely. The controlled melting and non violent

expansion of the card showed that polyamide, and likely many other thermoplastics, have the

potential to successfully burn out of a metal electroform.

After these tests were done, a paper was published with a formal TGA of DuraForm™ PA,

providing accurate degradation temperatures. The polyamide degrades over 96% of its mass by

the time it has reached 570°C [56]
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APPENDIX B: PRELIMINARY ELECTROPLATING TESTING

The first electroplating tests were conducted to confirm several important factors: (i) that

photopolymer 3DP parts and SLS parts can accept a conductive paint coat, (ii) that Silvaspray™

paint is an appropriate conductivizing solution, (iii) that the bright acid copper electroplating

kit from Caswell, Inc. is a functional means of electroplating conductive parts, and (iv) that the

electroplating can produce thick coats (greater than 0.5mm). It was assumed that FDM parts

produced from ABS can be plated with this method because of the breadth of knowledge on

plating ABS and several papers on plating ABS objects produced with the FDM process [16, 26,

36, 39, 41]

B.1. 3DP VeroWhite™ Photopolymer

A cube with 0.8” dimensions was printed from VeroWhite™ photopolymer on the Objet

Connex350™. The cube was cleaned of support material from the printing process, then soaked

in acetone for 15 minutes to remove grease. The part was then brush painted with four coats of

Silvaspray™ paint, providing ten minutes of drying time between coats. While painting, the

electroplating bath was purifying by plating a 15in2 piece of brass for 1 hour at 1A. After drying

and bath purification, the part was plated in the configuration shown in Figure B 1.
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Figure B 1. Anode configuration for
0.8” 3DP photopolymer cube during

preliminary testing.

The part was plated for 48 hours at 1A (0.26A/in2 of surface area). The part was removed

periodically for inspection. The part plated successfully and the plate continuously increased in

thickness. The resultant part is shown in Figure B 2.

Figure B 2. 0.8” 3DP photopolymer copper plate after
(a) 4 hours at about 100 m plate thickness and (b) 48

hours at about 2mm plate thickness.

With four hours of plating, the part gained about 100 m of copper plate around the part. At 48

hours, the part had about 2mm of copper plate at the inside dimensions, with a considerably

thicker plate around the corners.

This test showed that 3DP VeroWhite™ photopolymer can be conductivized with Silvaspray™

conductive paint, that the paint provides an adequate conductive layer for electroplating, that

(a) (b)
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the bright acid copper electroplating bath is functional, and that this electroplating procedure

can successfully plate thick coats of metal onto conductive parts, if unevenly.

B.2. SLS DuraForm™ Polyamide

A DuraForm™ PA (Nylon 12) part was tested to ensure that these inherently hygroscopic parts

could be successfully conductivized and electroplated. The SLS part was thoroughly cleaned of

all excess powder, then soaked in acetone for 15 minutes for degreasing. The part was then

allowed to dry for 1 hour. After this, the part was immersed in Silvaspray™ for 30 seconds,

allowed to dry for 1 hour, then immersed again. After drying, the part was placed in the

electroplating solution in the configuration shown in Figure B 3.

Figure B 3. Anode configuration for
SLS part during preliminary testing.

The card was allowed to plate for 38 hours total with varying amperages between 0.5A and 2A

(0.03A/in2 and 0.13A/in2). The plate was left this long because several of the hard inside corners

of the part (at the extruded letters) took up to 15 hours to begin plating. While the electroplating

process does not typically work well for such hard edges, it should plate in less than 15 hours.

This was ruled to be a result of the presence of acetone (having not fully evaporated from
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within the part) degrading the conductive layer as a consequence of not waiting long enough

for the part to dry after the acetone soak. The resultant part is shown in Figure B 4.

Figure B 4. DuraForm™ PA DREAMS Lab card copper plate after (a) 1h45m, (b) 14h40m,
(c) 38h10m and lacquer.

Due to the low current per surface area used, the card plated very slowly. After nearly 15 hours,

the plate thickness was less than 200 m. After a current increase, the plating logically

accelerated so that at 38 hours the copper plate was approximately 650 m thick (estimated by

change in mass).

This test confirmed the results of the 3DP photopolymer test and that DuraForm™ PA parts

fabricated using SLS can be successfully plated.

(a) (b) (c)
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APPENDIX C: DETAILED ELECTROPLATING PROCEDURE

This section details the tested procedure for plating complex SLS parts. Details of the specifics

(e.g., exact machines or kits used) are included parenthetically by applicable steps. Proper safety

equipment (respirator, goggles, acid resistant gloves, etc.) should be worn at all times. Users

should familiarize themselves with the electroplating solution MSDS and it should be easily

accessible in case of emergency.

1. Additive Manufacturing: Fabricate part using SLS machine (DTM Sinterstation 2000 &

Sinterstation 2500plus)

2. Allow powder bed to cool

3. Cleaning: Remove part and carefully brush away accessible powder from part exterior

a. Use of gloves is highly recommended to avoid dirtying the part with grease/oils

4. Use compressed air to remove excess loose powder (100psi pump with 2mm nozzle)

a. Hitting the part to knock additional powder loose can help (if the part is strong)

b. Must be very thorough if bead blasting will not be used

5. (Optional) Bead blast part to remove remaining powder

a. Should only be done if part is strong enough to withstand high force

b. Be careful not to leave blast on one section of the part more than about a second

as it will burn the surface of the part

6. (Unnecessary if bead blasting was done) Waterjet part to remove remaining powder

(Balco UK Powerblast 20 120 Bar High Pressure Water Cleaner)

a. Water pressure should be adjusted to maximum possible without damaging part

7. Install preliminary cathode wire on part (~ 2” of 18 gauge copper wire)

a. Cathode wire must be attached tightly in order to hold the part rigidly under the

electroplating solution (SLS parts are inherently buoyant)

b. Multiple connection points can be helpful for rigid attachment

8. Dry part in oven at 80°C for 2 hours (ZW4 Automated Waxer)
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a. Hanging the part from the cathode wire is recommended for even heating

9. (Required if part has been touched with hands) Soak part in acetone for 15 minutes, then

repeat step 8 to dry

10. Wax Infiltration: Infiltrate part with wax (ZW4 Automated Waxer)

a. Slowly dip (0.5” per second dip speed) part in paraffin wax at 75°C

b. Allow part to soak in the hot wax for 60 seconds

c. Slowly raise part from wax

11. Bake part in oven at 80°C for 30 minutes to remove excess wax (ZW4 Automated Waxer)

a. Part should hang so that wax doesn’t collect on the bottom surface

b. Hanging the part so that the bottom surface is not horizontal to the ground is

very helpful (e.g., angling a cube so that one corner points toward the ground) to

reduce the possibility of droplets forming on the bottom surface

12. Remove part and let cool at room temperature for 30 minutes

a. This is a good time in the process to begin the separate process of plating bath

purification (see step 16)

13. Conductivizing: Submerge part in Silvaspray™ conductive paint for 3 to 5 seconds

a. Paint must be shaken vigorously to fully suspend conductive particulate

b. Physically agitating the part will help coat interior features

c. Silvaspray™ may be diluted with up to 5 vol% denatured ethanol to reduce

viscosity

14. Remove part and let hang to dry for 5 minutes

a. Carefully vibrate the part to allow drops of excess paint to return to the paint

container

b. As in step 11, try to orient a single low point for droplet accumulation to reduce

the risk of paint droplets drying on the bottom surface of the part

15. Repeat steps 13 and 14 for a second coat, this time allowing at least 30 minutes to dry

16. Plating Bath Purification: Prepare anode configuration and attach to positive (red) side

of DC power supply
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a. Anodes should be high purity copper sheeting and should be located about 2”

from the exterior surfaces of the part (when it is present in the bath)

b. Plating a cube requires four anode sheets on each side (the top and bottom are

not usually necessary)

c. All anodes must be conductively connected (done easily with copper pipe and

copper wire)

17. Prepare cathode wiring and attach negative (black) side of DC power supply

a. Must be insulated from the anode (electrical tape can be helpful, though taping

down your cathode makes part inspection difficult during plating)

18. Attach 15in2 piece of brass or copper to cathode wire for plating

19. Plate for 1 hour at 1A to purify bath (Bright Acid Copper Electroplating Kit from

Caswell, Inc.)

a. Switching mode power supplies are controlled by turning the desired control

setting (e.g., current) very low and the dependent setting (e.g., voltage) very high

so that the unit defaults to being controlled by the lower setting

b. Do not forget to put up “Live Wires” warning sign during purification

20. Turn off power supply

21. Remove plated copper or brass piece

22. Attach dry, conductive SLS part to the cathode wire

23. Inspect that anode and cathode connections are good and that wires do not touch, then

put up “Live Wires” warning sign

24. Electroplating: Plate part for desired duration at desired current

a. Currents usually range from 0.07A/in2 to 0.22A/in2

b. Higher currents penetrate better to inner features, but produce a lower quality

surface finish

c. Part may be removed from bath for inspection at any time, but the power supply

should be turned off before interacting with the electrolytic circuit as these

currents can be lethal
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d. A pump should be used for agitation – an air pump is usually adequate to move

the fluid by adding air bubbles, but a fluid pump is better

e. Maintain the bath between 70°F and 90°F

25. Remove part from solution and rinse

a. The solution contains sulfuric acid, so care should be taken to avoid contact with

skin, eyes, etc. before the part is completely rinsed

26. Cut cathode connection off of part to provide exit for melting polymer

27. (Optional) Cut additional polymer exit hole elsewhere on the part

28. Burnout: Flash burnout polymer (custom built gas fired kiln for flash dewaxing) at

750°C

a. Flash burnout degrades the polymer before it expands, which reduces the risk of

rupturing the plate, heating from room temperature to 750°C in less than 5

minutes

29. Leave part at 750°C for 15 minutes, then let kiln cool for at least 20 minutes

30. Open kiln and remove part

a. Beware: part may still be hot

31. (Optional) Reduce the copper oxide layer in a reducing furnace in an inert environment
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APPENDIX D: PRELIMINARY ENPTESTING

Preliminary testing was completed to determine if the ENP process was possible on SLS parts

made of DuraForm™ PA. The first ENP method tested was a room temperature metallization

(RTM) kit for plastics from Transene Company, Inc. This kit also incorporates pretreatment

stages for plastics in different solutions with detailed instructions for each stage. The stages are

as follows:

Solution A: Buffered etching (providing grips in the part for the plate to begin)

Solution B: Sensitizing and conditioning (neutralizing the acids from the etch while

providing a catalytic film on the part)

Solution C: Fixing (removing the acid from sensitizing and accelerating the catalytic

film)

Solution D: Autocatalytic ENP (providing the actual nickel plate)

The kit requires that the surface of the plastic begin the process with a roughness of at least

0.5 m and will plate about 76 m (0.003”) of nickel every hour, though like most electroless kits,

it is intended for thin layers on the order of 25 m (0.001”).

Past research on the surface roughness of SLS parts indicated that the parts have a surface

roughness between 10 and 25 m [59], so the roughness should be appropriate for the RTM

process. The two initial tests (one with high agitation in the ENP solution, the other with low

agitation in the ENP solution) showed that the SLS parts did not adequately accept a plate, as

shown in Figure D 1.
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Figure D 1. Poorly plated ENP samples with (a) high
agitation and (b) low agitation in the ENP solution.

Despite the high surface roughness of SLS parts in general, roughness was the only variable that

could reasonably be altered to affect the quality of the plate. A third ENP test was completed

with the RTM kit, identical to the other tests except for two differences. First, a preliminary

etching stage was added (before the RTM etching stage) by submerging the part in a solution of

20 parts sodium hydroxide (by weight) and 80 parts water (by weight) at a temperature of 93°C

for a period of 8 minutes [58]. Second, instead of putting the solution insulated in heated water

on a hot plate, an ultrasonicator was used to both heat the part and provide ultrasonic agitation.

This test proved successful, providing the results seen in Figure D 2.

The visible unplated sections are where the part was held in the solution by wooden sticks.

These sticks absorbed the plate from the surrounding area. In the future, plastic holders should

be used to reduce this effect. The lower half of the part (on the left side) that successfully plated

throughout was used for further testing and analysis, as described in Chapter 5.
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Figure D 2. Cross section of the 3mm diameter pore part after
RTM ENP.
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APPENDIX E: DETAILED ENP PROCEDURE

This section details the tested procedure for electrolessly plating complex SLS parts. Details of

the specifics (e.g., exact machines or kits used) are included parenthetically by applicable steps.

All chemical solutions should be kept under a fume hood at all times. Proper safety equipment

(respirator, goggles, acid resistant gloves, etc.) should be worn at all times. Users should

familiarize themselves with each MSDS and all should be easily accessible in case of emergency.

1. Additive Manufacturing: Fabricate part using SLS machine (DTM Sinterstation 2000 &

Sinterstation 2500plus)

2. Allow powder bed to cool

3. Cleaning: Remove part and carefully brush away accessible powder from part exterior

a. Use of gloves is highly recommended to avoid dirtying the part with grease/oils

4. Use compressed air to remove excess loose powder (100psi pump with 2mm nozzle)

a. Hitting the part to knock additional powder loose can help (if the part is strong)

b. Must be very thorough if bead blasting will not be used

5. (Optional) Bead blast part to remove remaining powder

a. Should only be done if part is strong enough to withstand high force

b. Be careful not to leave blast on one section of the part more than about a second

as it will burn the surface of the part

6. (Unnecessary if bead blasting was done) Waterjet part to remove remaining powder

(Balco UK Powerblast 20 120 Bar High Pressure Water Cleaner)

a. Water pressure should be adjusted to maximum possible without damaging part

7. Dry part in oven at 80°C for 2 hours (ZW4 Automated Waxer)

a. Hanging the part is recommended for even heating

8. (Required if part has been touched with hands) Soak part in acetone for 15 minutes, then

repeat step 7 to dry

9. ENP Base Coat: Install rigid attachment apparatus to part
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a. Do not use wooden attachments in the solutions, it will absorb the plate from

surrounding areas

b. Do not use any metal in locations that will come in contact with the solutions, it

will contaminate RTM solution B and have unknown consequences in RTM

solution D

c. ABS would probably work well, or the SLS part could have unplated

attachments that leave the water

d. Apparatus must be heavy and wide enough counteract the part’s buoyancy, as

well as the buoyancy of gas bubbles that form on the surface during

pretreatment and plating

10. Prepare RTM Solution D now by preheating to 45°C (do not insert part)

a. Use of a heating ultrasonicator provides even heat distribution and is helpful for

agitation

11. Soak part in 20 wt% NaOH (lye), 80 wt% distilled water (DW) at 93°C for 8 minutes

a. Always add lye to water, never add water to lye

b. Reaction between lye and water will produce a great deal of heat and noxious

fumes, must be done with full safety equipment under a fume hood and

preferably only in small quantities (less than 10fl.oz.)

c. Stirring with a wooden stick is acceptable

12. Rinse thoroughly with DW

13. Soak part in RTM Solution A for Plastics for 30 minutes (RTM for Plastics from

Transene, Inc.)

a. Be sure that the solution says “for Plastics” since Transene also provides an

identical kit (except for solution A) for ceramics

14. Rinse thoroughly with DW

a. It may help to have a container of DW that the part can be dipped in and agitated

after the initial rinse to remove more RTM A

15. Soak part in RTM Solution B for 4 minutes

a. Do not allow any metals to come in contact with the solution
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16. Move immediately to RTM Solution C (without rinsing!) for 4 minutes

a. Lightly shaking the part to allow excess RTM B to drip back into the solution is

acceptable before moving to RTM C

b. The RTM B on the part will immediately react with the RTM C, forming a dark

cloud that will settle somewhat over time (which will likely necessitate frequent

changes of RTM Solution C)

17. Carefully rinse part with DW for no more than 30 seconds

a. This step is to remove excess (but not all) RTM C

18. Move immediately to RTM Solution D (ENP) at 45°C for 1 hour

a. Do not agitate the bath for the first 10 minutes

b. Agitate the bath for the remaining time (ultrasonicator recommended)

c. Any bubbles formed during plating should be shaken loose from part about

every five minutes (may be an issue for complex parts or small pores)

19. Rinse thoroughly with DW

20. ENP Main Coat: Calculate solution capacity and replenishment requirements for

Caswell ENP procedure from guidelines in the Caswell Plating Manual [27]

a. Beware: only ten replenishments are allowed, so thick plates may require a

massive bath compared to the dimensions of the part (e.g., 1 cubic inch of a 3mm

pore diameter part (Figure D 2) required several gallons for a 800 m nickel

plate)

21. Preheat initial solution to 195°F

a. Do not use metal heaters in the solutions itself (they will plate)

b. Use of a hotplate and a glass lined tank is recommended with mist balls to

reduce evaporation

c. Use a candy thermometer (only glass may be submerged in the ENP solution) to

verify temperature at all times, do not rely on the hotplate temperature setting

d. The temperature will decrease during replenishments as cooler solutions and

additional DW are added, so a slightly higher temperature may be appropriate

22. Note the current water level of the solution
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a. This is necessary to be able to replenish the correct amount of evaporated DW

during each replenishment

23. Prepare hanging apparatus for part

a. Depending on the volume of the solution and the time between replenishments,

a significant amount of DW may evaporate that may require a long hanger to

keep the part fully submerged in the plating solution

b. Nylon mason line can be used in the ENP solution without issue to hang parts,

but the part may need to be weighted to keep it submerged until enough nickel

has plated to counteract the buoyancy (magnetic stirring rods can be used as

weights)

24. Submerge part in ENP solution

25. Immediately prepare at least one replenishment (calculated in step 20) in a sealed

container and have DW available

26. After proper interval (calculated in step 20), add chemical replenishment and refill with

DW to the original water line

a. More DW evaporates during one interval than the volume of one chemical

replenishment, so additional DW is required to maintain the correct chemical

balance in the solution

b. The part may be removed from the solution during plating as required for

inspection (though the interval time should be adjusted accordingly)

c. When small bubbles are present above the part, the plating reaction is occurring

27. Repeat steps 25 and 26 up to 9 additional times for a total of no more than 10

replenishments

a. After 10 replenishments, the bath is “dead” and should be combined with the

provided additive according to Caswell instructions to make it safe to dispose of

down the sink

28. Rinse thoroughly with DW

29. Cut holes as needed for polymer escape during burnout
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30. Burnout: Flash burnout polymer (custom built gas fired kiln for flash dewaxing) at

750°C

a. Flash burnout degrades the polymer before it expands, which reduces the risk of

rupturing the plate, heating from room temperature to 750°C in less than 5

minutes

31. Leave part at 750°C for 15 minutes, then let kiln cool for at least 20 minutes

32. Open kiln and remove part

a. Beware: part may still be hot


